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2013 - 2014 Salary Report
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Aarns,Christian D. UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Abbott  Jr,Monte L Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
Abdimalik,Muhidin Idris Bana Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Abdimalik,Muhidin Idris Bana Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $10.00
Abdul Hafidh,Jamal Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,600
Abel,Peter Michael Communication LECTURER SR $18,000
Abernathy JR,James L Academic IT Services PRODUCTION COOR-S $23.50
Abernathy,Lloyd R Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $389
Abernathy,Lloyd R Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $4,823
Accurso,Anthony Office of Research Administrat DIR RES ENTERPRISES FIN SVCS $110,132
Acsay,Peter History PROF, ASOC TEACH $53,316
Adams,Kaye Denise Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $16.78
Adams,Mary Jo Alumni Activities AST DIR ALUM ACTVS $52,400
Adkins,Rita E MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROJ DIRECTOR $57,899
Adl-Tabatabaei,Negar Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Agnew,Candace A Campus Departments Chancellor EXEC AST TO THE CHANCELLOR $79,000
Ahrens,Maria B College of Optometry ADMIN AST $18.63
Ainley,Dennis James Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
Aites,Richard William UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Akerson,Alan W Communication PROF, AST TEACH $41,600
Akerson,Dorothy S College of Nursing PROF, TEACH $76,565
Al-Albani,Laura George Vangelos Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,600
Al-Albani,Laura George Vangelos Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $30,900
Alaniz,Terry Music ADMIN AST $17.06
Alba,Bianca Carol College of Nursing TEMP CLERICAL $23.08
Alberty,Jermine Dornell MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $46,436
Albl,Jeri Public Policy Admin ADMIN ASOC I $18.28
Aldrich-Watson,Deborah English PROF, ASOC $57,735
Aldridge,Alice Marie Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
Aleman,Peter P Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $22.42
Alexander,Eboni Patrice Transportation & Parking PARKING LOT ATTD $11.07
Alexander,Jared P. Athletics COOR, GAME OPNS-ICA $34,400
Alexander,Jennafer Marie Leone English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Allen,Adreneh Rebecca Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Allen,Brandon Derrick Transportation & Parking DRIVER EMERG ROAD SVC $13.42
Allen,Bryant Lamar Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.00
Allen,Deborah B Transportation & Parking ADMIN AST $16.13
Allen,Kimberly Ruth College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH $97,623
Allison,Jeanne Marie English PROF, AST TEACH $46,602
Allison,Michael Economics PROF, ASOC TEACH $54,263
Allison,Wendy Sue University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $42,000
Althof,Wolfgang Educational Psychology PROFESSOR $138,441
Althoff,James Frances KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $17.57
Altman,Maria Ann KWMU FM Radio MULTIMEDIA SPCLST SR $45,883
Amatya,Jennifer Rose Office of Int Stud & Programs INTERNATL STU/SCHOLAR ADVSR $16.83
Andemariam,Ephrem Mehret-AB Office of Int Stud & Programs COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $40,804
Andersen,Elizabeth Gerber Continuing Education & Outreac TEACHING AST $11.00
Andersen,Elizabeth Gerber Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $975
Anderson,Glen Michael Theater & Dance PROF, AST $50,285
Anderson,Kenneth C Art & Art History PROFESSOR $64,856
Anderson,Marquetta KWMU FM Radio OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $16.66
Anderson,Paul B UMSL Police SUPV, COMM/RECORDS-POLICE DEPT $18.21
Anderson,Rebecca Ann KWMU FM Radio TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $9.00
Anderson,Tiffany Chanel Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, AST ADJUNCT $10,672
Anthoney,Stephen Michael Infrastructure Services LAN ENGINEER-SPCLST $48,505
Anthony,Janet Virginia Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
Antognoli,John Mathematics & Computer Science EMERITUS $30,551
Anton,Corinne M Psychological Services INTERN $23,000
STLOU
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Appleton,Laura Jean University Child Developmentl TEMP CLERICAL $9.00
Appleton,Pollyana C Infrastructure Services LAN ENGINEER-SPCLST $49,033
Archer,Patricia E Graphic Services COMPOSITOR $19.13
Arnold,Laura W Political Science PROF, AST ADJUNCT $12,000
Aronson,Rochelle Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.12
Arshadi,Nasser Office of Research Administrat V PROVOST $191,876
Artman,Deborah N College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $17,100
Arya,Bindu Management Area PROF, ASOC $116,278
Asher,Ellen Mary Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.14
Ashford,Nancy Jane COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR $54,119
Askew,Devon Marcus Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.13
Austin,Lacey Funtez Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Austin,Lorrie L University Communications I-NET ADMINR-ENTRY $18.27
Austin,Ron Anthony Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Auston,Christiane Louise Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.00
Auten,Michael Keenan Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $21.62
Axley,Rosemary E Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.11
Ayers,Timothy Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Babb,Erin Regan University Child Developmentl DAY CARE AST $13.20
Baber,Susan J Dean College of Education AST, PRGMS & SPECIAL EVENTS $16.50
Bachman,Janet Marie Maintenance Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $18.50
Bachman,Jean Heinz College of Nursing PROF, ASOC $113,570
Bachman,William Gary College of Optometry PROF, ASOC $108,984
Backus,James Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $11,988
Baer,Ariana Jessica Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Bahar,Sonya Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR $77,862
Bahm,Katie Lyn Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,008
Bahr,Michael W Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC $77,598
Bailey Burch,Brendolyn MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed RESRCH ASOC $69,834
Bailey,Steven Finance Area LECTURER SR $9,300
Baker,Ayanna Political Science OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.22
Baker,Nancy Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Baker,Sylvia Nicole Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR $35,395
Baldini,Deborah Kristine S Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN, ASOC $102,993
Baldus,Kimberly Dean Honors College PROF, TEACH $46,060
Baldwin,Kurt S Music PROF, ASOC $66,420
Balestreri,Teresa A Career Services DIR CAREER SVCS $77,270
Ballard,Deborah Clinical Experiences OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $17.95
Ballard,Michael A Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,118
Balogh,Maria Teresa Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH $40,777
Balser,Deborah B Management Area PROF, ASOC $102,083
Bangert,Linda Art & Art History LECTURER $27,000
Banholzer,Peter M Special Units Chancellor PRGMS/OPS MGR I $50,000
Banken,Amy Elizabeth Counseling - College of Educat OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $13.66
Baragiola,Martin John Performing Arts Operations GRAPHIC DESIGNER $40,322
Barden,Robert M UMSL Properties MECH, BLDG MAINT $21.15
Barger,Savannah Marie Art & Art History RESRCH AST $15.00
Barker,Kristin Hansen Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL $39,938
Barnidge,Joan M. University Communications GRAPHIC DESIGNER $45,536
Barron,Jason P Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $30,000
Barry,William B Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,242
Barry,William B Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $283
Barton,Lawrence Chemistry PROF EMERITUS $5,000
Barton-Burke,Margaret College of Nursing PROF, ASOC $129,950
Bartoni,Karen Marie English ADMIN ASOC I $18.44
Bashkin,James K Chemistry PROFESSOR $95,850
Basile,Carole Gaynes Dean College of Education DEAN $185,436
Bassi,Carl Joseph College of Optometry PROF, ASOC $113,395
Bate,Michael John Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $45,675
Bateman,Susan Yvonne Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC ADVISOR $34,400
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Batsch,Dianna Theresa Child Advocacy Center COOR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS $51,912
Bauer,Amber Lynn Special Units Chancellor OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.50
Bauer,Eike Chemistry PROF, ASOC $66,074
Baumann,Robert A Office of Int Stud & Programs AST DIR CNTR INTERNATL STUDIES $62,838
Beaman-Kogan,Joshua Paul Psychological Services FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL $35,000
Beasley,Craig A UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Beatty,Alicia Marie Chemistry PROFESSOR $73,750
Becherer,Vicky Holle Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $37,800
Bechtoldt,Marcel G Academic IT Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $80,214
Becker,Lynn K Cashiers Office SUPV, OFFICE $40,200
Becker,Paul Abram Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $19.46
Beckerman,Marvin Marshall Ctr Character & Citizenship RESRCH AST $4,406
Beckwith,Lynn L Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, TEACH $104,235
Bedell,Jennifer Lynn College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $35,700
Beeson,Dennis Allen Music LECTURER $9,180
Behle,Michael Joseph Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $18,000
Beins,Emily Elizabeth UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Belcher,Katherine A Facilities Planning OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $16.00
Belford,Linda J Archives MANUSCRIPT SPCLST SR $40,920
Bell,Heather Leigh Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $22.00
Bell,Heather Leigh Recreational Sports/Intramural TEMP CLERICAL $35.00
Bell,Linda Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $21.01
Belton,Henry Lee Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Bene,Stephen A Residential Life SUPV FACILITIES SVCS $56,844
Bennett,Edward S College of Optometry PROFESSOR $121,733
Bennett,Jerry Richard Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $22.42
Bennett,Lara Zwarun Communication PROF, ASOC $62,800
Benson,Errol Human Resources ASSOC DIR HUMAN RES $93,207
Benwell,Amy Lynn College of Optometry PATIENT ACCTS AST $18.72
Benz,Barbara Jean University Campaign OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.39
Benz,Doris Ann Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.18
Bequette,Amanda Renee Whitworth MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, AST RESRCH $45,503
Bergin Jr.,Patrick Michael Taylor Music LECTURER $12,000
Bergoudian,Rita L S Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $4,267
Berkbigler,Jeffrey A. Library LIBRARY AST I $12.26
Berkowitz,Marvin W Educational Psychology PROFESSOR $154,606
Berlyn,Mark A University Campaign DIR UNIVERSITY CAMPAIGN $118,049
Bernsen,Erin E Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $11.73
Bernstein,Moira Michelle Jablon Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $20.00
Berry,Clinton L Library LIBRARIAN III $46,871
Berry,Kimberly D Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Berry,Mara G Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.35
Berry,Margaret S College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $75,000
Berry,Michael P Athletics ATHLETIC TRAINER $48,420
Bethel,Samuel Reed Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER ASOC $35,400
Betts,Philip Patrice Ctr Character & Citizenship MULTIMEDIA SPCLST SR $21.63
Bewig,Kathryn Marie Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Bewley,Jeffrey Lee KWMU FM Radio DEVELOPMENT OFFICER $58,614
Bhakta,Tajas Sitaram UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Bhatia,Sanjiv K Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $91,720
Biddle,Keith M Anthropology RESRCH AST $8.00
Biedenstein,Becky L Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER $12.18
Biegen,Sharon Counseling Services DIR COUNSELING CNTR-S $87,094
Bier,Melinda C Ctr Character & Citizenship ACADEMIC DIR $125,356
Bierach,Julie Ann KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $35,270
Bierhals,Nicole Diane College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $45,600
Bilyeu,Brad Patrick Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-EXPRT $21.16
Bingham,Gregory R. UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $18.29
Birdsong,Mary Etta University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $13.23
Birge,LaKeshia Rene' IT Business Services SYST ADMINR-ENTRY $39,600
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Bivens,Michael W Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.45
Black,Andrew Philosophy PROF, TEACH $45,539
Black,Debra UMSL Police ADMIN AST $18.91
Black,Grant C Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR $95,239
Blackmore,Lisa A Music LECTURER $13,200
Blair,Carolyn Elizabeth Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,200
Blair-Bruce,Pamela Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $21,177
Blank,Anne Sophie Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH $42,908
Blash,Daniel Lee Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Bliss,Robert McKinley Dean Honors College DEAN $143,300
Blood,Adelina J Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
Bobo III,Lucius James Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Boehlow,Rachel E. Career Services AST DIR CAREER SVCS $48,806
Boehne,Connilee Joy Child Advocacy Center PROJ DIRECTOR $52,905
Bohan,Ruth L Art & Art History PROFESSOR $76,358
Boland,Kathleen J College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $85,515
Bolton,Natalie Anne Educational Psychology PROF, AST $60,764
Bomersbach,James Richard Psychological Services INTERN $23,000
Bonner,Donna R University Campaign OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $18.74
Bono,Mary Louise Center for Teaching & Learning ADMIN AST $15.88
Boone,Faith A Athletics ATHLETIC TRAINER, AST $34,400
Boone,John Paul Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $8.15
Bopp,Amy Christine Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,000
Borcherding,Kathleen E College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $63,000
Born,Christopher Andrew Anthropology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $15,000
Bornhop,Jason Wayne Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID $52,400
Boss,Joyce A IT Administrative Services D B PRGMR/ANLYST-EXPRT $68,634
Bourne,Carol Dean Honors College PROF, AST ADJUNCT $20,388
Bourne,Godfrey R Biology PROF, ASOC $60,883
Bourne,Steve Psychological Services PROF, AST CLINCL $80,560
Bowermaster,Tod Alan Music LECTURER $1,800
Bowes,Allyson Dayle University Confer & Inn COOR, UNIV CONFERENCE SVCS $46,428
Boyce,Christopher John Academic IT Services SFTWR SUPRT ANLYST-EXPRT $45,600
Boyd,Jamillah Graduate Related Activities INFORMATION SPCLST SR $45,552
Boyd,Karen O Office of Research Administrat MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS $75,483
Boyd-Lee,LaToshia MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $51,494
Boyer,Chrisann L IT Business Services TELECOMM SPCLST SR $19.87
Boyer,Patricia G Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC $64,061
Bozesky,Dennis Matthew Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $12,000
Bozesky,Lauren Rebecca Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $12,000
Bozzette,Maryann College of Nursing PROF, ASOC $85,000
Braddix,D'Andre Cortez Vice Provost Student Affairs AST DEAN OF STUDENTS $87,789
Bradford,Connie Lea Continuing Education & Outreac ADMIN ASOC I $18.64
Brady,James Athletics COACH NON-ACA $50,146
Braff,Lea C. Mercantile Library OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $10.00
Brake,Jennifer Lynn KWMU FM Radio COOR DEVELOPMENT $18.07
Brammer,Mitzi Sue Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Brandes,Gary Wayne Music PROF, ASOC TEACH $59,730
Brandt,Evan Randolph Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Braxton,Michael LaMar University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $12.18
Braylock,Kenneth Business Services MAIL CARRIER $14.24
Breaugh,James Management Area PROFESSOR $180,917
Breckinridge,Alberta Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST $81,303
Bredemeier,Brenda Jo Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC $76,161
Breitweiser,Pamela Ann College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $34,200
Brennan,Donald E Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $48,453
Bretz,Rachel L Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Bridges,Jessie L Criminology & Criminal Justice ADMIN ASOC I $23.28
Bridges,Larry Dale Maintenance Services PROJECT SPCLST $32.00
Brimer,Janelle Marie Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.33
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Brizendine Esq,Lyle Wayne University Development DIR DEVELOPMENT, SR $101,800
Broadus Esq,Valencia Jealana MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH/LAB TECHN $11.36
Brokaw,Dawn Marie Counseling Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $11.22
Brookman III,James S. Performing Arts Operations AST TICKET MANAGER $33,000
Brookman,Terrence R Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $22.42
Brooks,Erin Marie College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $44,400
Brooks,Jeremy C Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $16.00
Brown,Barbara A Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.76
Brown,Carolyn Ilene Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Brown,Carolyn Ilene Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,552
Brown,Carolyn Ilene Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Brown,Carolyn Ilene English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Brown,Charles E Mercantile Library AST TO DIRECTOR $57,225
Brown,David Gerard Grounds GROUNDS LEAD $15.92
Brown,Kathleen S Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC $82,917
Brown,Kristin Ronnetta Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $16.62
Brown,Mary Ann IT Administrative Services PRGMS/OPS MGR III $88,053
Brown,Mary Kathleen MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov PROJ DIRECTOR SR $70,173
Brown,Peter D Continuing Education & Outreac NETWK SYST ANLYST-EXPRT $70,821
Brown,Sarah Tobermann Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Brownell,Susan E Anthropology PROFESSOR $93,344
Browning,Lee J College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,461
Bruce,Kamila Sheree White Psychology PROF, ASOC $82,859
Bruce,Steven Edward Psychology PROF, ASOC $81,607
Brune,Nicholas James Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Brunero,John Stephen Philosophy PROF, ASOC $31,928
Brunig,Brian James College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $14,491
Bruns,Barry Lee Theater & Dance LECTURER $6,000
Bruza,Robert M Maintenance Services CARPENTER $21.87
Buchanan,Crystal Alexis College of Nursing OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $16.66
Buchheit,Kevin Charles UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Buck,Alicia Darcelle Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER ASOC $33,475
Budhan,Manpreet Kaur College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $73,799
Buek,Sarah Jayne Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Bueneman,Puspa Leela Career Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.70
Buenemann,Christine t Art & Art History MODEL $13.00
Buffington,Brandi Lee Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Buford,Kenya R College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR $42,975
Buie,Amelia Jean Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd RESRCH AST $1,333
Buie,Amelia Jean Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Bullock,Dominique Elaine Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.00
Bulmann,Jennifer Kane College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $62,417
Bunnell,Dale Leon College of Optometry DRIVER $12.80
Burgdorf,Micah Elliott Center for Nanoscience OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $15.00
Burgess,Kerrie Catherine Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Burke,Mary Christine Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.35
Burkeen,Bruce Allen Chemistry ENGRG TECHN, RESRCH SR $24.84
Burkhart,John M Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Burkholder,Mark Alan History PROFESSOR $149,438
Burney Miller,Katherine L Biology ADMIN ASOC I $22.36
Burns,Anthony Tyrone University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $12.18
Burns,Kathleen A Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR $63,122
Burns,Linda Mary Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Burris,Deborah J Special Units Office of Equal DIR OFC EO CHIEF DIV OFCR - S $122,500
Bursik JR,Robert J Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR $100,950
Burton,Brandon D UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.31
Burton,Geoffrey Lynn KWMU FM Radio SALES REP $33,154
Burton,John Michael Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Burton,Justin Michael Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.18
Burton,Sharnice Dawn Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Burwell,Christopher James University Campaign AST DIRECTOR $88,813
Busby,Amy Kathleen Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.13
Busch,Tanika Lea Dean of Arts & Sciences BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST $75,537
Butler,Cassandra Jean Political Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Butler,Michael K Technology & Learning Ctr PRGMS/OPS MGR II $63,835
Butler,Miriam D College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $70,000
Buxton,Diane Rachel Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Buzzanga,Terra Lynn College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $17,100
Byrd,Aaron Darcy Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Byrd,Alan K Admissions AST DEAN OF STUDENTS $100,004
Byrne,Emily D. Academic Advising, Arts & Scie OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $15.73
Bythell,Benjamin James Chemistry PROF, AST $67,000
Cabrera,Brenda K Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.50
Cacciatore,Tara Webbe Theater & Dance LECTURER $21,000
Caeiro,Martha Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, TEACH $45,342
Cagle,Lisa L Philosophy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Cahill JR,John T UMSL Police LOCKSMITH $21.42
Cai,Haiyan Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $98,543
Cairns,Whitney Carlisle Music LECTURER $15,300
Cairns,Zachary A Music PROF, AST $56,000
Caldwell,Ta'Keysha LaJoy UMSL Police DISPATCHER, RADIO $13.08
Callier,Jayne M MIMH-Research & Evaluation PRGMR/ANYLST-EXPRT $63,127
Callner,Sharon Art & Art History PROF, ASOC TEACH $37,324
Calvert,Wilma J College of Nursing PROF, AST $76,299
Calvin,Latrina M College of Nursing ADMIN AST $16.73
Camp,Patricia Ann Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST $15.88
Campbell II,Michael Carl Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, AST $67,500
Campbell III,James C Performing Arts Operations MULTIMEDIA SPCLST SR $50,777
Campbell,James F Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROFESSOR $135,345
Campbell,Jean MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, RESRCH $25,830
Campbell,Julia Ann College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $59,998
Canavan,Alice Physics and Astronomy ADMIN ASOC I $23.39
Cancila,Jack Michael Accounting Area LECTURER $10,500
Candice,Christopher G. University Child Developmentl PRESCHOOL AID $8.90
Cappozzo,Dawn Marie Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Carbone,Kristin Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC $77,000
Carbonell,Roberto UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Carlsen Krause,Monica Maria Biology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,500
Carnes,Bridgette Nicole College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $15,300
Carothers,Donna M Alumni Activities AST DIR ALUM ACTVS $58,797
Carr,David Boice College of Optometry DRIVER $12.80
Carrell,Janice M A Graduate Related Activities COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $49,279
Carrick,Ann Colleen Public Policy Research Centers OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.13
Carroll,Joseph C English PROFESSOR $98,400
Carson Jones,Jessica College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $14,400
Carson,Bryan L Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Carson,Dena Corinn Criminology & Criminal Justice RESRCH ASOC $66,780
Carter,Kelly Jean Recreational Sports/Intramural TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $8.00
Carter,Martha Linda Alumni Activities ASOC V CHANCL ADVNCMNT-DEVLMNT $112,200
Casad,Bettina J Psychology PROF, AST $70,000
Castulik,Kathy University Health Services HLTH EDUCATOR $45,955
Cates,Judy Economics ADMIN ASOC I $17.77
Cato,Sarah Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $25.25
Cattanach,John R. Performing Arts Operations DIR PERFORMING ARTS CNTR $108,396
Cays,Donna Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH $40,117
Cedeck,Karen A Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST $17.87
Cerutti,Jessica Ellen Art & Art History LECTURER SR $10,500
Chamberlain,Roger Wade Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Chandler,Jessica Brianne Athletics AST DIR ATHLETICS $60,600
Chang,Qing Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $18,000
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Chapel,Jason Maurice Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
Chapman,Steve W Infrastructure Services LAN ENGINEER-EXPRT $63,774
Chavez,Concepcion Z Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Chen,Weijie Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Chen,Yuan Graduate Related Activities ACADEMIC ADVISOR $37,000
Cheng,Ta-Pei Physics and Astronomy PROF, ADJUNCT $21,000
Chew,Lindell Phillip Marketing Area INSTRUCTOR $12,400
Chickey,Carol A Graduate Related Activities OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $13.98
Chickos,James Chemistry PROFESSOR $81,748
Chihora,Noreen Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Chihora,Noreen Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Christiansen,Rachel J MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH SPCLST $40,165
Christopher Jr,Jimmy Dale Business Services MGR MAIL SVC $59,750
Chrucky,Serhii Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Chui,Charles Mathematics & Computer Science PROFESSOR $155,081
Church,Donna M Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $20,388
Cisar,Renee Elizabeth Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Clair II,Antonio Mark Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.13
Clark,Daniel S Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Clark,Eugene P Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
Clark,Gary L Library SECURITY GUARD $10.50
Clark,Harriet Scranton English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Clark,Kristen Nicole Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $11.30
Clark,Mavis Anita Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Clark,Mavis Anita Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Clarke Ekong,Sheilah F Anthropology PROF, ASOC $104,061
Clay,Antonio Charles Business Services MAIL CARRIER $14.24
Clayborn,Miton S Communication LECTURER SR $9,000
Clemente,Jennifer Leigh Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.07
Clingher,Adrian Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $74,604
Clinkenbeard,Kathryn Anne Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Coalier,Paula F English PROF, AST TEACH $34,759
Cochran,Dorothy J College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $20,400
Cochran,Judith A Educational Leadership & Polic PROFESSOR $112,067
Coder,Elaine Anne Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
Coffey,Joyce Claire Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,667
Coffin,Floyd Larry Recreational Sports/Intramural AST DIR ATHLETICS $62,536
Cohen,Deborah History PROF, ASOC $61,250
Cohen,Margaret Weis Center for Teaching & Learning ACADEMIC DIR $116,760
Cohen,Nadine Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Coker,Adeniyi A Theater & Dance PROFESSOR $130,763
Coker,Angela Counseling - College of Educat PROF, ASOC $63,754
Cole,Debra A Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Coleman,Tyrone James Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Colligan,John Patrick Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $0
Collins,Robert W Physics and Astronomy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $11,100
Colvin,Ania L Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.35
Conley,Erin Briana Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Connell-Dent,Debra Jane College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $60,001
Conway,Patrick C UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $21.68
Cook,Deetta College of Nursing LECTURER $60,000
Cook,James R MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov PROJ DIRECTOR $36,228
Cook,Nancy Dill Cashiers Office ACCOUNTANT $19.48
Cook,Richard M English PROFESSOR $85,323
Cook,Sylvia English FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $25,617
Cooley,Cassidy S College of Optometry CREDENTIALING SPCLST $16.90
Coonrod,Curtis C Vice Provost Student Affairs V PROVOST $195,500
Cope,Glen H. VC Academic Affairs PROVOST $243,000
Copher,Renee Lynn Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Coppersmith,Sarah A Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,008
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Cordova Jr,Ralph Adon Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST $61,482
Corley,Heather Ann Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $27,000
Cornford,Ernest A Finance DIR FINANCE-S $116,500
Cornish,Barbara Jean Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR $15.09
Cosgrove,John J Criminology & Criminal Justice INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Cosgrove,Michael A Art & Art History RESRCH AST $17.50
Cosmopoulos,Michael Anthropology PROFESSOR $132,629
Costello,Michael Joseph Finance Area PROF, AST TEACH $47,995
Cotton,Erika Career Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.69
Cottone,R Rocco Counseling - College of Educat PROFESSOR $104,524
Countryman,Marcia Marie Accounting Area LECTURER $30,000
Covert,David J Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST VISITING $55,000
Covington,Betty J Maintenance Services EXEC STAFF AST II $26.80
Cowell,Kimberly Sue Music LECTURER $9,000
Cox,Andrea Renee Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.57
Craig,James Richard Military Science PROF, ASOC TEACH $100,000
Cramer,Tara Lynn Disability Access Services COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $36,500
Crandall-Witte,Nancy Renee Library LIBRARY AST II $15.62
Cranford,Daniel Lee Chemistry COOR LAB OPNS $41,300
Crawford,Chelsea Alexandria Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Crawford,Karen D Campus Departments Chancellor ADMIN AST $21.60
Creamer,John Hunter Accounting Services ACCOUNTANT SR $41,280
Crean,Allan R Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR $106,398
Creason,Marybeth E Registration & Degree Audit TRANS CREDIT EVAL SPCLST $37,620
Crews,Maxwell David UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Crites,Darryl M Infrastructure Services SUPV CMPTG OPNS SHIFT $43,917
Crocker,Gabrial L Criminology & Criminal Justice INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Croft,Jeffrey G. Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Crone Willis,Kelly R Academic IT Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $82,809
Crooks,Scott Douglas Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Crosby,Jack M University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $46,654
Cross,Matthew Douglas Child Advocacy Center FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL $30,000
Cross-Davis,Diarra Tene Child Advocacy Center FORENSIC INTERVIEWER $42,049
Crothers,Renee Custodial Services SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S $40,799
Crowe,Susan Elizabeth Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Csapo Sweet,Rita Theater & Dance PROF, ASOC $52,840
Cummings,Karen Lynn Art & Art History PROF, ASOC $55,956
Cunningham,Michael Continuing Education & Outreac SUPV TEST OPNS $52,638
Curry Jr,Mark J Admissions ADMISS ADVISOR SR $16.15
Curry,Daren Richard VC Academic Affairs PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $49,228
Curtis,Darrick Tyler Dean Honors College TEMP CLERICAL $11.00
Curtis,Lori Social Work PROF, AST TEACH $43,615
Curtis,Valenda B Mercantile Library LIBRARY AST III $15.01
Cusumano,Dominic Vincent Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.00
Cutts,Trina R Business Services COURIER $14.95
D'Agrosa,Amy Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $30,000
D'Souza,Valerian T Chemistry PROF, ASOC $59,953
Da Silva,Claudio Residential Life CUSTODIAN $13.23
Daiber,Celeste Renee Counseling - College of Educat INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $4,235
Dakich,Joy L Management Area LECTURER $51,823
Dalan,Lesley Diane UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Dalay,Stephen M Art & Art History LECTURER $21,500
Dalton,Bernadette Mary CoBA General OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $16.52
Dalton,John Hiram English PROF, ASOC $59,096
Dalton,Norman Sylvester Maintenance Services PRGM OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR $48,720
Dames,Christopher Library DEAN $134,550
Daniel,Christopher James Library LIBRARIAN I $43,766
Daniel,Gertraud University Child Developmentl CHILD CARE AST $10.57
Daniels,Dana Beteet Special Units Office of Equal PROJECT SPCLST $62,229
Darandari,Hamza Facilities Planning DIRECTOR $113,500
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Darko,Samuel O Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Darling,Ashley M Psychological Services PROJ DIRECTOR $60,659
Darris,Tavana C Alumni Activities ADMIN AST $14.12
Daugherty,Nathan A Office of Int Stud & Programs COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $35,350
Daust,Greg College & Units ASOC DIR DEVELOPMENT $68,330
Davenport,Felia Katherine Theater & Dance PROF, AST $47,536
Davenport,Leeann Renee Psychological Services ADMIN ASOC I $20.75
Davenport,Roger N Music LECTURER $9,000
Davenport,Tamara L Continuing Education & Outreac ADMIN AST $13.74
Davis,Larry J College of Optometry DEAN $164,225
Davis,Matthew Donald Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC $63,468
Davis,Michele Monique Theater & Dance ADMIN AST $14.40
Davis,Pierre W English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $27,000
Davis,Ruby J Custodial Services SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S $47,638
Davis,Typhany Dianne Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.13
DeKinder,Julie Lynn Ott College of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL $97,374
DePriest,Amy Nicole Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.50
Dean Baar,Susan L College of Nursing DEAN $204,000
Dean,Grace Elizabeth Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Declue,Rochelle Multi-Cultural Relations AST DIRECTOR $72,300
Deeken,Kathryn Elaine Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.60
Defreese,Carol J Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Deloach-Packnett,Gwendolyn VC Academic Affairs AST V CHANCL $98,249
Delston,Jill B Philosophy PROF, AST TEACH $40,900
Demchenko,Alexei Chemistry PROFESSOR $77,240
Denny,Dorothy R. Child Advocacy Center PROJ DIRECTOR $49,285
Dent,Eunice Marie Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Depue,Susan Marie MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, AST RESRCH $61,045
Derda,Grace Chaudet Academic Advising, Arts & Scie COOR STU SVCS/RECDS $50,498
Derham,Billie Jo Music PROF, AST ADJUNCT $45,000
Derix,Heather Renee Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $56,650
Deuser,Cecelia M Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST $15.00
DiPietro,Stephanie Maura Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, AST $53,550
DiRie,Christine Marie College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $62,601
Diamond,Elizabeth Ellen Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $11.73
Diamond,Sandra Ctr Character & Citizenship PROJ DIRECTOR $66,341
Dibb,Justin Robert Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $17.50
Dibb,Susan Ford Recreational Sports/Intramural STU SVC COOR $29,700
Dibooglu,Selahattin Economics PROFESSOR $93,097
Dickens,Lauren Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,539
Dickerson,Nathan Thomas Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Dickey,David E Music LECTURER $3,060
Diecker,Judith Ann Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $14.00
Diggs,Benard University Center Operating DIR UNIV CENTER $72,816
Ding,Cody Shuai Educational Psychology PROFESSOR $77,339
Disney,Stephani Leeann College of Optometry OPTOMETRIC TECHN $14.72
Doering,Deborah Continuing Education & Outreac ADMIN ASOC I $17.93
Doerr,Aaron KWMU FM Radio PRODUCTION AST $12.00
Doerr,Amy Marie Ruffus Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Doerr,Daniel Justin Office of Int Stud & Programs INTERNATL ADMISS OFFICER $42,032
Doherty,Elaine Eggleston Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC $78,000
Dolan,Patricia A VC Academic Affairs AST V CHANCL $112,050
Dollard,Patrick Graphic Services BINDERY OPR $19.13
Donato Jr,Phillip Richard KWMU FM Radio MGR, MKTG/OUTREACH-KWMU $64,660
Donovan,Martha S MIMH-Administration OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $17.39
Dooley,Amyjo Anne Continuing Education & Outreac MGR CONTINUING EDUC $51,258
Doran,David Alan Music OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.27
Doran,Mary E Library LIBRARIAN III $53,867
Doss,Khalilah Toyina Hyatt Campus Housing AST DIR RESL LIFE $45,600
Dotson,Shelley Marie Performing Arts Operations MGR EVENTS & PATRON SVCS $57,904
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Dotzel,Qiang Sun Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC TEACH $49,632
Dotzel,Ronald M Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $62,475
Douglas,Kim Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Douglas,Tanner Anton Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST I $14.00
Dowden-White,Priscilla Anne History PROF, ASOC $52,883
Dowe,Kenneth X University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $24.36
Dowling,Benjamin James Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
Downs,Julie Ann Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER $3,400
Downs,Julie Ann Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Downs,Julie Ann Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Doyle,Suzanne A. Gerontology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,800
Drake,Jalina Elise Transportation & Parking TEMP CLERICAL $10.82
Drake,Perry Dean Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR $101,500
Draper,Nancy J Human Resources SUPV, OFFICE $40,578
Dresner,Thomas J UMSL Police DISPATCHER, RADIO $13.28
Drewel,Janice Sue COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR $37,964
Drewry,Katherine Laura Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER $46,180
Dribin,Amy E Child Advocacy Center PROJ DIRECTOR $49,285
Driemeier,Donald H Dean College of Business DEAN/ASOC/AST EMERITUS $3,000
Driscoll,Denise Louise Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
DuMont,Jo Anne Levy Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $15,690
Dudley,Beth A. College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $76,244
Duffey,Suellynn Kay English PROF, ASOC $68,296
Dugan,Mary C MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov PROF, AST RESRCH $72,248
Duke Jr,James Charles Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $16,332
Duke,Linda Sue Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $5,400
Dullovi,Emrush Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Dullovi,Hasim Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Dunbar Sr,James Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.18
Dunbar,Andrea Marie Dean of Arts & Sciences OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $19.17
Duncan,Mary Virginia Mgmt. Info Sys. Area LECTURER $40,600
Dunham,Mary Smith Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $16,800
Dunlap Lehtila,Aimee Sue Biology PROF, AST $69,000
Dunlap,Phillip Andrew Music LECTURER $9,000
Dunn,Jerry Child Advocacy Center PROF, ASOC CLINCL $72,936
Dunn-Morton,Julie Anita Mercantile Library MANUSCRIPT SPCLST SR $59,910
Dupuis,Terrence E KWMU FM Radio CHIEF OF BROADCAST OPNS-RADIO $64,509
Dupureur,Cynthia M Chemistry PROFESSOR $72,741
Durrwachter,Weston Thomas Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Dutcher,Catherine A Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,118
Dutcher,Marcia Veronica MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH SPCLST SR $20.24
Dvorani,Shpend Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.72
Dwiggins,Kathryne J English LECTURER $40,000
Dyer,Jacqueline Goodwin Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $25.25
Dyle,Rufus College of Optometry DEPT SPCLST $49,683
Dzunu,Edem Samuel Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Earle,James A. Athletics COACH NON-ACA $7,105
Earll,Sarah Annette Theater & Dance LECTURER SR $9,000
Easley,Barbara A Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,596
Easley,Barbara A Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
East,Kristopher S. Ctr Character & Citizenship OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.77
Easton JR,Robert W Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $22.42
Easton,Tina Marie Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Ebers,Kevin M Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,118
Ebest,Sally Barr English PROFESSOR $67,167
Eby,Tim John KWMU FM Radio GEN MGR RADIO STATION $113,025
Eckelkamp,Elizabeth Academic Advising, Arts & Scie DEAN, ASOC $87,166
Eckert,Anthony D Academic IT Services SYST ADMINR-EXPRT $78,820
Edmonston,Michael Neal Library SECURITY GUARD $10.50
Edris,Jerry Ronald English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Edwards,Heather Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Edwards,John Joseph Athletics EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $13.00
Edwards,Kimberly Jean Precollegiate Program COOR, PRECOL PROG $40,329
Edwards,Mary Katherine KWMU FM Radio PROD MGR RADIO $54,747
Edwards,Tracie L Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Ehmke,Melissa Lynn College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $22,800
Eichhorn,Victoria Lynne MIMH-Administration SUPV, OFFICE $54,576
Eisenberg,Lawrence A. VC for Managerial & Technologi AST V CHANCL $120,000
Elder,Anthony W. Academic IT Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $45,600
Elder,Keshia Sims College of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL $97,414
Eldridge,Keith A MIMH-Research & Evaluation PRGMR/ANYLST-EXPRT $64,632
Ell,Paul R Office of Int Stud & Programs COOR PRGMS & SPCL EVENTS $34,401
Ellerbusch,Lisabeth College of Optometry OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.27
Ellerman Sr,Michael J Grounds MECH, SMALL ENGINE $19.90
Ellerman,Joseph Timothy Grounds TEMP SERVICE $8.50
Elliott,Jacqui D Office of Int Stud & Programs SPECIALIST $85,000
Elliott,Michael T Marketing Area PROF, ASOC $181,551
Elliott,Yvonne Management Area LECTURER $10,500
Ellis Jr,Charles E Office of Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT SR $56,774
Elva,Rochelle Marcia Judy Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST VISITING $65,000
Elz,Eric L Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $16.91
Emery,Debra Walker Child Advocacy Center PROJ DIRECTOR $58,328
Emring,Angela R College of Optometry MGR EYE CLINIC-S $53,878
Enoch,Jerol B Continuing Education & Outreac COORDINATOR $39,737
Ensley,Robert Lee College of Optometry RESIDENT, CLINCL $31,104
Epstein,Joel MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed PROF, ASOC RESRCH $91,020
Erdel,Shara Ann Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Esbensen,Finn Aage Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR $138,694
Essig,Katherine C KWMU FM Radio TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $9.00
Estilette,Laurie Ann Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR $2,400
Ethakoti,Daniel Prakash College of Optometry NONRES ALIEN STU NONEMP $0
Evans,Caleb Thomas IT Administrative Services DATA BASE ADMINR-EXPRT $72,765
Evans,Carol J MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov PROF, ASOC RESRCH $25,365
Evans,Mary Grace Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
Evans,Travis Lee Music SPECIALIST $25.00
Eveloff,Vivian L Sue Shear Institute ACADEMIC DIR $111,507
Even,Yael Art & Art History PROFESSOR $71,911
Evers,Jeffrey J Environmental Health & Safety MANAGER ENVIRNMNTL HLTH/SAFETY $65,100
Exner,Judy Lynn UMSL Police DISPATCHER, RADIO $15.23
Eyssell,Thomas H Finance Area PROFESSOR $198,649
Fairbanks,Stephen A English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Fairbanks,Stephen A Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Fairbanks,Stephen A Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Fakiri,Maryam Shabaz Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Falcon,Kathleen Marie Special Units Office of Equal ADMIN AST $16.60
Fanella,Brian Pierce Biology RESRCH ASOC $32,480
Fantroy-Ross,Sherry Susan Dean College of Business ADMIN ASOC I $15.29
Farberman,Susann M College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH $93,860
Fares,Hala Nabil Office of Int Stud & Programs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.79
Farrell,Monica L Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $47,889
Faucett,Danielle Marie Child Advocacy Center ADMIN AST $14.00
Fausz,J Frederick History PROF, ASOC $82,558
Favignano Jr,Rodney Academic IT Services SFTWR SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $39,600
Fay,James D Theater & Dance PROF, ASOC $58,070
Feigenbaum,Susan Kay Economics PROFESSOR $149,580
Feldman,Bernard Joseph UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer DEAN, ASOC $118,297
Fernlund,Kevin History PROFESSOR $66,621
Ferrari,Francesca Graduate Related Activities COOR STU SVCS/RECDS $31,073
Ferrell,Jane Dauten Dean College of Business AST TO DEAN $46,911
Fetters,Mark S Public Policy Research Centers OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $15.51
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Fick,Rachel Anne Communication LECTURER $9,060
Fick,Rachel Anne Communication LECTURER $24,160
Ficklen,William G Library LIBRARY AST II $19.77
Finerson,Bryant L Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.18
Fink,Lieschen A Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Finkelstein,Steve Mark Management Area LECTURER $10,500
Finley,Amanda Leah College of Nursing LECTURER $69,900
Finnegan,Megan C MIMH-Administration ADMIN AST $14.81
Fischer Messmer,Jane Ann College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $25,650
Fish,Anne College of Nursing PROF, ASOC $88,431
Fish,James L Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $5,400
Fisher,Jason Eric Theater & Dance TEACHING AST $4,500
Fisher,Jason Eric Theater & Dance TEMP TECHNICAL $12.00
Fix,Michael Physics and Astronomy PROF, ASOC TEACH $39,213
Fjone,Heather Louise Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER ASOC $37,654
Flanagan,Lori Athletics DIR ATHLETICS $105,591
Flanders,Hillary Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,276
Flanigan,Yolanda Cashae College of Optometry ADMIN AST $17.47
Fleisher,Cynthia L MIMH-Administration OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.67
Fleming JR,Willie Continuing Education & Outreac CUSTODIAN $13.23
Fleming,Dorothy Glen Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $17.14
Fleming,Gail Hagler Music LECTURER $30,456
Flood,Christine Ann Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Flores,Ricardo A Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR $67,527
Flotron,Gary L Finance Area LECTURER SR $9,300
Flowers,Barbara Jean Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $11,400
Flunker,Joseph Craft Chemistry GLASSBLOWER II $21.73
Fogarty,Brian J Political Science PROF, ASOC $64,815
Fonseca,Elizabeth Anne Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, AST TEACH $44,200
Forbes,Elizabeth Nicole Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Ford,Denise Marie Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $4,574
Ford,Zaneta Denise Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.32
Forsha,Angelique Louise College of Optometry COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $40,790
Fortson,Christopher Lamont Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Foster,Kathleen Ann Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID $52,400
Fowler,Mary K Academic IT Services DIR INFO TECH $99,574
Fowler,Stephanie L Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $19.46
France,Breah Michele Psychological Services FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL $35,000
Francis,Danielle Beth Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $10.00
Frandsen,Gary Michael College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $61,931
Franklin,Jeffrey Lynn KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER $12.61
Franta,Jeffrey Thomas Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $7,500
Franzel,Aaron Stephen College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $90,420
Franzel,G A College of Optometry DEAN, ASOC $120,205
Fraundorf,Philip Physics and Astronomy PROF, ASOC $70,522
Frederick,Lawrence William ITS Operations CIO/ASOC V CHANCL/ AVP $171,000
Fredrickson,Hans Luke Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $16.91
Freeman,Derrick Multi-Cultural Relations COUNSELOR $54,192
Freeman,Matthew L Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $8.00
Freeman,Melody D Continuing Education & Outreac SUPV, OFFICE $42,399
Freet,Danny Jack UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Frey,Jay M Graphic Services PREPRESS SR $21.95
Friedlander,Richard J. Mathematics & Computer Science FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $24,967
Friedline,Gerianne Dean Honors College PROF, AST TEACH $37,381
Friedman,Sara Tsharna Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.35
Friedrich,Judith R Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN II $51,453
Frierson,Carla Celeste COE Advising and Prof Exp OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $17.29
Friese,James Owen Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $25.86
Fritz Hoerchler,Tarren Denise Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $20,616
Fry,Daniel David Music SPECIALIST $25.00
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Fry,Geoffrey David Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,055
Fry,Geoffrey David Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $430
Fry,Geoffrey David Continuing Education & Outreac TEACHING AST $11.78
Fry,Nicholas B Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN II $52,780
Frye,Nyonia Jones Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST $17.20
Fu,Qingbo Marketing Area PROF, ASOC $125,009
Fuegner,Nancy E College of Nursing LECTURER $76,100
Fuller,Heather Michelle Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Fung,Hung Gay Finance Area PROFESSOR $224,977
Furgason,Kathern Lee Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $12,000
Furgason,Kathern Lee Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $36,000
Furlow,Teri A Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $45,397
Furukawa,Chie Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Gadel,Alice M Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.03
Gagnepain,Joan K Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $750
Gall,Audra Lynn Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE SPCLST III $48,000
Galovski,Tara Ellen Psychology PROF, ASOC $77,435
Galvin,Victoria Graphic Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $18.75
Gamblin,Sarah Marie Psychological Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.79
Ganahl,Dennis J Graduate Related Activities ADJUNCT $76,000
Ganahl,Gina Veri Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN, ASOC $105,067
Ganz,David R Dean College of Business PROF, AST EMERITUS $30,112
Gao,Yong Marketing Area PROF, ASOC $125,822
Garbo,Amy L College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $43,200
Garcia,Debra S Social Work SUPV, OFFICE $42,314
Garcia,Nicholas Avel KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER $12.61
Garhart,Christine A College of Optometry PROF, AST TEACH $69,051
Garrett,Drew Thomas Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.87
Garrison,Genell Niccole Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Garrison,Robert Strickler Infrastructure Services LAN ENGINEER-EXPRT $59,332
Garzia,Ralph P College of Optometry PROF, ASOC $127,111
Garzon,Dawn L College of Nursing PROF, TEACH $96,800
Gasen Thenhaus,Virginia K Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST $97,556
Gatson,Linda Marie Finance OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $23.15
Gaubatz,Douglas Frederick Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
Gavett,Christine Elizabeth College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $70,535
Gavin,Stephanie Lynn English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Gawedzinski,Christina Antionette Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL $36,750
Gay,Cassandra L. Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.40
Gazda,Jeanette M Continuing Education & Outreac ADMIN ASOC I $15.30
Ge,Jian Office of Int Stud & Programs NONRES ALIEN STU NONEMP $0
Geisler,Gregory Gerard Accounting Area PROF, ASOC $132,674
Geiss,Mary Bridget Communication LECTURER $27,000
Geiss,Mary Bridget Communication LECTURER $12,080
Gellman,David Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $54,061
Gemignani,Cynthia Social Work ADMIN AST $17.11
Gentile,Kathy J English PROF, ASOC $60,745
George,Thomas F Campus Departments Chancellor CHANCELLOR $310,487
Georges,Anthony Student Financial Aid DIR STU FINL AID-S $94,426
Gerrein,Sheryl Lee Dean Honors College ADMIN AST $16.56
Gerteis,Louis Saxton History PROFESSOR $108,742
Gerth,Daniel J Dean Honors College DEAN, AST $64,186
Geyer,Melody Olivia Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
Gholson,Talia J Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE SPCLST III $48,150
Gibb,Erika L Physics and Astronomy PROF, ASOC $71,482
Gibson,Carla Roussin Performing Arts Operations AST MGR MKTG $42,816
Gibson,Warren College of Nursing OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.65
Gifford,Kim A Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $18.09
Giger,Sarah Elizabeth Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Gilbertsen,Lisa Anne Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd RESRCH AST $1,332
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Gilbertsen,Lisa Anne Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Gilbertson,Peggy K Business Academic Advisors & C COOR STU SVCS/RECDS $35,963
Gilham,Nicholas Joseph Marketing Area LECTURER $12,000
Giljum,Donald Political Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Gillette,Mary Patrice College of Nursing EXEC STAFF AST II $22.00
Gillingham III,John Rowley History FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $37,395
Gillman,Max Kenneth Economics PROFESSOR $210,000
Ginsburg,Mark A Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $10.00
Gipson,Matthew Aaron Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.00
Girivaru,Ravindra Venkata Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST $70,114
Glassberg,Andrew Durst Political Science FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $28,201
Glassman,Joel Norman Office of Int Stud & Programs ACADEMIC DIR $131,425
Gleason,Julia E Performing Arts Operations ADMIN ASOC I $18.48
Gleason,Nancy L Dean Honors College DEAN, ASOC $94,416
Gleich,Michelle Martina PA Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Glushko,Anna Yurievna Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $10.00
Goble,Nancy Wortman Accounting Area LECTURER $24,000
Godwin,Deborah Hohlt College & Units DIR OF DEVELOPMENT $97,389
Goe,Gregory IT Business Services TELECOMM NETWRK ENGR $65,815
Gokel Jr,George William Center for Nanoscience PROF, DISTINGUISHED $182,731
Goldwasser,Cary Merle Performing Arts Operations MGR MKTG/INFO-EXTNS $56,076
Golman,Stacy Psychological Services FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL $35,000
Goodwin,Diane A Dean College of Education EXEC STAFF AST II $21.25
Goodwin,Gerald B Environmental Health & Safety MANAGER ENVIRNMNTL HLTH/SAFETY $62,307
Goon,Edwin B MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov INVESTIGATOR, RESRCH SR $70,200
Gossen,Ronald Howard University Advt Marketing ASOC V CHANCL MKTG COMS, SR $160,149
Gouwens,Donald A Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC CLINCL $74,353
Gower,Joseph Raymond Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.18
Grady,Francis W English PROFESSOR $66,340
Graham,Barbara Luck Political Science PROF, ASOC $63,499
Graham,Sheila Shelp College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $28,500
Grailer  III,Joseph G MIMH-Administration LIBRARY AST II $19.23
Granger,Charles Ralph Biology PROFESSOR $133,546
Granger,Debra A Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Grant,Amber Lacrystal Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.50
Graslaub,Debra A University Campaign D B PRGMR/ANLYST-PRIN $61,591
Graves,Michael J. Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $17.50
Green,Kimberley A Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $73,130
Green,Martha A. Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Green,Megan N. New Student Programs PROJ DIRECTOR $50,000
Green,Oscar Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Greene,Clinton A Economics PROF, ASOC $73,535
Gregory,Kelly B MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed MULTIMEDIA SPCLST SR $56,285
Griesedieck,David J Philosophy PROF, TEACH $53,429
Griffey,Steven Vernon Summer LECTURER SR $9,300
Griffin,Andrew L Admissions DIR ADMISSIONS $70,200
Griffin,Dora J Accounting Services ACCOUNTANT $17.50
Griffin,Marshall Courtney KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $42,877
Griffin,Michael G Psychology PROF, ASOC $80,450
Grigaitis,Elise Suzanne University Health Services NURSE, STAFF $20.50
Grigsby,Sheila Renee College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $62,804
Grim,Ericka L Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $15.70
Grimes,Sylvia L Recreational Sports/Intramural TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $20.00
Grimm-Howell,Elizabeth Marie Finance Area LECTURER SR $27,900
Griswold,Jeffrey S Performing Arts Operations SUPV AUDIO SYSTEMS BTPAC $39,500
Gros,Jean Germain Political Science PROFESSOR $69,401
Grzac,Santina Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $8.00
Guenther,Karl J Public Policy Research Centers RESRCH SPCLST SR $48,825
Guetterman,Linda Marie Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $46,156
Guissou Ada,Pulcherie D Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Gund,Kathleen Mary Office of Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT $19.71
Gunn,Matthew Scott Facilities Planning FACILITIES SPACE PLNR/ANLYST $54,200
Guo,Baorong Social Work PROF, ASOC $65,500
Guo,Liang Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC $34,500
Gurskis,Frank Clary Recreational Sports/Intramural SECURITY GUARD $10.30
Gutmann,Lee William Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II $15.15
Gutweiler,John L Chemistry LECTURER $38,781
Guzy,Michael William Criminology & Criminal Justice INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Gyllenborg,Richard M Athletics COACH NON-ACA $42,872
Hackmeister,Mary Elizabeth Art & Art History ADMIN AST $15.55
Haley,Michelle Renee Chemistry OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.45
Halfmann,Holly Ann Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $16.62
Halimi,Fitim Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.72
Hall,Alice E Communication PROF, ASOC $70,400
Hall,Dorian Curtis University Center Operating COOR PRGMS & SPCL EVENTS $34,400
Hall,Kevin Michael Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Halley,Mary Margaret Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,386
Halterman,Troy W Athletics COACH NON-ACA $10,010
Hamel,Sarah Katherine UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Hamel,Sarah Katherine Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Hamilton,Denice D KWMU FM Radio COOR, MEMBERSHIP $55,718
Hamilton,Margaret Louise College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $51,300
Hammond,Myko S Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Hamper,Bruce Cameron Chemistry PROF, AST TEACH $45,000
Hancock III,John C Office of Research Administrat MGR ANML WLFR UNT/UNIV COMPLNC $45,571
Handel,Peter Herwig Physics and Astronomy PROF EMERITUS $49,699
Hankinson,Chad A Dean Honors College PROF, ASOC TEACH $39,264
Hanko,Shelly Marlene College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH $93,316
Hanrahan,Stephen G Music LECTURER $3,600
Happe Jr. Jr,John William Political Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Happe,Kimberly Renee Cashiers Office ADMIN ASOC I $14.95
Haq,Taniza Shama UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Harbach,Barbara Carol Music PROFESSOR $76,126
Harden,Karen Marie Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $16.78
Harger,Jason Tyler Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Harkness,Rhonda M Residential Life CUSTODIAN $13.23
Harmon,Lawrence J MIMH-Administration SYST ADMINR-EXPRT $55,963
Harper,Anthony David Child Advocacy Center FORENSIC INTERVIEWER $45,375
Harper,Dyan Psychology PROF, TEACH $23,900
Harrell,Jennifer R Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $13.43
Harrell,Linda Sue Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $18.54
Harris,Alexander Donald College of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL $97,216
Harris,Harold Hart Chemistry FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $21,905
Harris,Harry Athletics COOR, STU DEVELPMNT $46,635
Harris,Jessica Denise Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $16.78
Harris,Shenika N Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $34,050
Harris,Wesley R Chemistry PROFESSOR $82,134
Harrison,Alissa J Center for Human Origin & Cult TEACHING AST $7.65
Hartenberger,Aurelia Winifred Music PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $27,000
Harvey,LaShonda Beatrice ITS Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $14.60
Harvey,Loyola E Special Units Chancellor EXEC STAFF AST II $23.60
Hasanbasic,Monika Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Hasegawa,Lee T. Office of Int Stud & Programs ACADEMIC ADVISOR $34,400
Hattman,Melissa Continuing Education & Outreac DIR PROFL PRGMS $89,990
Hatton,Jennifer M University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $45,552
Hauf,Susan Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,667
Haughton,Jean Accounting Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.60
Haupt,Nancy Lynne Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $1,623
Haupt,Nancy Lynne Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $957
Haus,Carolyn Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,712
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Hayes,Laura Ann Anthropology ADMIN AST $16.07
Hayes,Michael Joseph Center for Nanoscience RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC $67,301
Hayes,Veronica J College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $48,156
Hayes-Hewitt,Gwendolyn Ezella University Child Developmentl DAY CARE AST $11.73
Haymon,Beverly Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Haynes,Tonya Maria College of Nursing PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $31,500
Haywood,Kathleen Marie Dean College of Education DEAN, ASOC $130,582
Haywood,Scot Bradford UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT $19.74
Hazley,Celestine L Educational Psychology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $18.83
He,Daixin Office of Int Stud & Programs NONRES ALIEN STU NONEMP $0
He,Gaofei Chemistry POST DOCTORAL ASOC $37,000
He,Wenjie Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $77,812
Heaps,Jodi Michelle MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, AST RESRCH $69,996
Hearst,Linda Marie Library PRGMS/OPS MGR I $52,400
Hecht,Martin Lynn MIMH-Administration ADMIN MANAGER $75,830
Heck,Kimberly Anne Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Heckel,Mary Ellen Graduate School EXEC STAFF AST II $26.55
Heinz,Ryan J University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $45,552
Heisel,Alan D Communication PROF, ASOC $85,793
Heisel,Leighanne Communication PROF, ASOC TEACH $50,232
Heissler,Kelly M Admissions ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $16.84
Heithaus,Peter A Human Resources ASOC V CHANCL HUMAN RES-S $124,000
Heller,Mary Margaret University Campaign DEVELOPMENT OFFICER $52,416
Hemmer,Christopher R College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $12,600
Hempen,Maryann J Biology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.40
Henderson,Beth A College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $28,204
Hendren,Nora J. Philosophy ADMIN ASOC I $19.22
Hendricks,Michelle A MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, AST RESRCH $60,000
Hendrickson,Ruth Suzanne Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH $37,750
Henkleman,Crystal Jean Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Hennessy,Maryrose Campus Departments Chancellor ADMIN AST $15.66
Henry,James E. Music PROF, ASOC $81,132
Henry,Matthew Aaron Music PROF, AST TEACH $48,349
Henry,Vinita College of Optometry PROF, CLINCL $115,425
Henson,Bob Londes Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR $66,985
Henson,Charmaine Athletics OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.77
Herbert,Stephen T Library LIBRARY AST III $18.48
Herberts,Richard C KWMU FM Radio SYST ADMINR-ENTRY $44,572
Herbst,Diane M Secondary & K-12 Education OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $15.14
Hernandez,Juan Fitzgerald Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Herx,Dylan Lane Center for Teaching & Learning INSTRUCTL DESIGN SPCLST $40,600
Heskett Jr,John B Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd FELLOW, RESRCH $1,333
Heskett Jr,John B Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Hess,Mitchell R Cashiers Office MGR CASHIERING-S $70,500
Hettich,Douglas J Admissions ADMISS COUNSELOR $16.60
Heuer,Alexander Steven Henry KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $43,350
Hibbett,Benjamin Wesley Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Hickman,Clark Joseph Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN, ASOC $108,347
Hicks,Kelly Nicole Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Hicks,Shannon Robinnett MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed AST, PRGMS & SPECIAL EVENTS $15.89
Hieken,Sherry M VC for Managerial & Technologi BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST $70,000
Higgins,Donna Lynne Communication LECTURER SR $12,000
Higgins,Donna Lynne Communication LECTURER SR $18,000
High,Emily Jean Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $4,200
Hile,Matthew G MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov PROF, ASOC RESRCH $107,215
Hill,Michelle Ramona MIMH-Administration GRANTS/CONTRACT SPCLST $19.26
Hindeleh,Elias C Library LIBRARY AST I $20.51
Hinderliter,Iris Ariel College of Nursing COOR, STU DEVELPMNT $50,002
Hinderliter,Jon M University Communications AST DIR UNIV COMMUNICATIONS $61,326
Hinkle,Larry G Office of Research Administrat ANIMAL TECHN II $16.17
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Hinton,Patricia Ann Biology ADMIN AST $15.38
Hironaka,Mieko Music SPECIALIST $25.50
Hirsch,Jami Lynn Psychological Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.79
Hirshberg,Gary L Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Hirshberg,Martha J College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $64,139
Hitchcock,Charlotte UA-Administration ADMIN ASOC I $25.31
Hoagland,Carl Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, TEACH $140,220
Hodge,Harlon Bryant Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Hodges,Rebecca McLain Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $19,200
Hodges,Traci Lynn Accounting Area LECTURER $51,770
Hodgson,Kathryn Ellen College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $64,103
Hoeft,Jason M Academic IT Services SFTWR SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $39,600
Hoelscher,Mallory Sue College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP $13.07
Hofer,Laura F IT Administrative Services D B PRGMR/ANLYST-EXPRT $70,685
Hoffman,Charles Edward Dean College of Business DEAN $220,000
Hoffman,Christopher Philosophy PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $10,500
Hoffman,Jerry D Admissions ASOC DIR ADMISSIONS-S $66,412
Hoffman,Richard Acton Student Financial Aid TEMP CLERICAL $13.50
Hoffmann-Hempen,Lisa Christine Student Retention Services COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $38,000
Hogenkamp,Brenda VC for Managerial & Technologi AST TO VCHANC MNGL TECHNL SVCS $66,800
Holder,Tyson R. Multi-Cultural Relations COUNSELOR $39,624
Hollingsworth-Smith,Kristel Dawn UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Hollins,Octavia Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.00
Holman,Cynthia Lois Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Holmes,Derrick University Center Operating SUPV PROP MGMT GROUP $46,430
Holmes,Donald J Continuing Education & Outreac MGR NETWRK SVCS $71,292
Holmes,Eileen Marie Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST $16.19
Holmes,Keeta Martin Center for Teaching & Learning PRGM DIRECTOR, AST $70,035
Holmes,Stanley J University Center Operating COOR SCHEDULING-S $34,400
Holmes,Stephen Michael Chemistry PROF, ASOC $74,650
Honnold,Adrianne L Music LECTURER $15,300
Hoover,Emily A Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $16.78
Hoover,John N Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN IV $93,487
Hopkins,Adrian Maurice Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Hopkins,Betty Academic Advising, Arts & Scie COOR, STU DEVELPMNT $47,442
Hopkins,Raphael Nicolle Political Science ADMIN ASOC I $16.22
Hoppe,Mary A Ctr Character & Citizenship COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $46,800
Horne,Malaika B. Continuing Education & Outreac DIR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE-STL $118,838
Horsford,Emily Kathleen Performing Arts Operations AST TICKET MANAGER $31,100
Hoscher,Joan M Connect Human Origin & Cul Div TEACHING AST $14.28
Hoss,Opal M Business Services MAIL CARRIER $12.67
Hotop,Philip Anton Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $10.00
Houghtaling,Jessica Lauren Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.13
Howard,Michael Joseph Biology PROF, AST TEACH $44,250
Howard,Robert Charles Music LECTURER $21,000
Howe,Michael College of Optometry ENGRG TECHN, RESRCH SR $25.56
Hsueh,Kuei-Hsiang College of Nursing PROF, ASOC $69,148
Huang,Pu Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC $40,600
Hubbard,Brett Martin Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $7,500
Hubbard,Katrina M Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Hubbard,Mary Karen Riechers Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST $25.00
Hubbard,Mary Karen Riechers Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,636
Hubert,Lucy Carr Educational Leadership & Polic OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.87
Hudson,Repps Bedford Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Huebner,Beth M. Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC $88,000
Huebner,Daniel Elias Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $1,600
Huff,Danielle Antoine Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Hufker,Barbara Jean Library LIBRARY AST III $21.52
Hughes,Andrea Leigh Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Hughes,Anne Maureen KWMU FM Radio ADMIN MANAGER $71,000
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Hughes,Fred Darrell College of Optometry DRIVER $12.80
Hughes,Jeffrey Phillip Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Hughes,Michael Evan Biology PROF, AST $68,000
Hughey,Douglas A College of Nursing SUPRT SYST ADMINR-EXPRT $44,924
Hummel,Christy J Admissions ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $15.67
Hunter,Nichelle ITS Operations BUSINESS MGR II $52,615
Huppert,Patrick W. UMSL Police SECURITY ACCESS SPCLST $22.53
Hurley,Andrew History PROFESSOR $93,247
Hurst-Bayless,Connie Marie Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,276
Hurwicz,Margo Lea Anthropology PROF, ASOC $36,805
Husbye,Nicholas E Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST $59,495
Huston,Dale W Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Hutchinson,Julie Kathleen College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $71,020
Hutchinson,Roderick A KWMU FM Radio OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $15.75
Hutchison,Brian Lewis Counseling - College of Educat PROF, AST $62,760
Hutson,Sara Michelle Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Huxtable,Brian R Technology & Learning Ctr SYST ADMINR-ENTRY $55,696
Hyken,Tina A Dean College of Education BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST $93,659
Hylton,Julie Ann Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Hysa,Burhan University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $12.18
Iadevito,Deborah Ann College of Optometry SPECIALIST $3,147
Imig,Brittany Diane Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA $23,660
Imperiale,Sam J Continuing Education & Outreac EVENTS AST $11.00
Indelicato,Joseph M MIMH-Administration USER SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $20.77
Ingraham,Holly E Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,600
Irons,Larry Roland Anthropology PROF, ASOC TEACH $45,000
Irwin,Erica Leigh Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL $35,000
Irwin,Thomas Glenn English PROF, AST TEACH $36,785
Isaac-Savage,Evelyn Paulette Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC $68,082
Isom,Daniel Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC TEACH $105,000
Isselhard,Annette Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
Iyob,Ruth Political Science PROFESSOR $70,772
Izard,Tiffany Anne Student Retention Services COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $38,570
Jackson,Clara L Graduate School ADMISS COUNSELOR $17.73
Jackson,LaQuita Apasha Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST $15.13
Jackson,Louise Verdell Public Policy Research Centers OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.31
Jackson,Sherrie Lynne Office of Research Administrat ARCHIVES AST $13.07
Jackson,Tiffany Chavon Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Jackson,William Charles Public Policy Research Centers OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.31
Jacobson,Victoria Ann Ctr for Excel Financial Couns DIR CNTR FOR EXCL-FINL COUNSLG $98,105
Jakubowicz,Richard Anthony UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Jalalzai,Farida Political Science PROF, ASOC $83,342
Jamerson,Ryan DeShawne University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $12.18
Jang,Su Ahn Communication PROF, ASOC $63,250
Janikow,Cezary Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $94,625
Jarka,Edward College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $93,763
Jarrett,Sonia B Maintenance Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $15.02
Jefferson,Raquel Lynn Performing Arts Operations MGR, TICKET SALES $40,368
Jenkins II,Ralph Vernon Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Jenkins,Bridgette Multi-Cultural Relations PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG $69,868
Jenkins,Carol E Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $34,050
Jenkins,Dwayne Edmund Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Jennewein,August Harvey University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $45,552
Jesse,Roger C College of Optometry OPTICIAN $40,335
Jessie,Katie Marie College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP $13.40
Jiang,Qingtang Mathematics & Computer Science PROFESSOR $82,716
Johnson JR,Julius H Management Area PROF, ASOC $121,985
Johnson,Alfred J Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $19.46
Johnson,David Charles Maintenance Services CHILLER TECHN $23.04
Johnson,David G. Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Johnson,Diana Registration & Degree Audit REGISTRAR-S $70,200
Johnson,Eric'el Nelshon UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer MENTOR $10.00
Johnson,Eric'el Nelshon Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Johnson,Jill L Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,008
Johnson,Kathryn Marie College of Nursing OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $16.42
Johnson,Mark Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Johnson,Peggy Joyce Special Units Chancellor OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $14.04
Johnson,Sharon D Social Work PROF, ASOC $76,700
Johnston,Amy E Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,276
Jones,Carolyn D Anthropology ADMIN ASOC I $19.25
Jones,Charles A Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA $6,369
Jones,Cory Terrell UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT $19.74
Jones,Endsley Political Science FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $38,458
Jones,Franklin Alanzo Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR $13.84
Jones,Garrett James Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $19.46
Jones,Hugh Dylan Music LECTURER $3,060
Jones,Jeffrey Alan College & Units DIR OF DEVELOPMENT $86,652
Jones,Jordan Kelley College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $7,200
Jones,Patricia Elaine Psychological Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $18.06
Jones,Tammy Dee College of Optometry MGMT ANALYST $22.78
Jones,Youlanda Yvonne College of Optometry OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.07
Joo,Jee Young College of Nursing PROF, AST $72,000
Jordan Campbell,Judith A Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Jordan,James Ralph Continuing Education & Outreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR $43,686
Jordan,Kevin C Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $20.00
Joshi,Kailash Mgmt. Info Sys. Area PROFESSOR $116,354
Ju,Min Marketing Area PROF, AST $106,000
Junek,Andrea N Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-ENTRY $17.00
Justice,Marjorie Ann English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Kachigian,Lydia Helena Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Kaimann,Stephanie Lauren College of Optometry MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS $53,090
Kane,Jeremy J Anthropology GRADER $8.00
Kang,Hyung Woo Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $90,344
Kang,Min Soo History PROF, ASOC $59,429
Kapp,Julie M Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC $75,942
Karakhanyan,Liana Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Karan,Dejan Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $45,600
Karig,Maureen F Center for Bus & Ind Studies RESRCH AST SR $12,000
Karpinski,Gary Art & Art History LECTURER SR $9,000
Karslake,James E Foreign Languages & Literature ADMIN ASOC I $19.93
Kashubeck West,Susan Counseling - College of Educat DEAN, ASOC $101,116
Kasica,Paula J Music LECTURER $6,120
Kastaris,Euripides Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $5,500
Kauffman,Ann Brennan Registration & Degree Audit ADMIN AST $15.30
Kaup,Ann M Continuing Education & Outreac BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST $88,739
Kayastha,Abhijeet Chemistry POST DOCTORAL ASOC $32,000
Keaton,Danielle Tadra College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $17,100
Keefer,Matthew W Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC $75,741
Keehn,Barbara Ellen MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov DIR PROFL PRGMS $93,985
Keel,Robert O Anthropology PROF, TEACH $61,082
Keesal,Marlene Ann Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,386
Kehner,Kenneth William Music LECTURER $12,240
Keller,Karen Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $15,918
Keller,Mason C Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER $9,000
Keller,Mason C Criminology & Criminal Justice INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Kellogg,Elizabeth A Biology PROFESSOR $115,130
Kemper,Jonathan W. Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-ENTRY $42,000
Kendig,Susan M College of Nursing PROF, TEACH $93,875
Kenney,Lauren Elizabeth University Confer & Inn TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $11.80
Kerley,Shelley A KWMU FM Radio STATION MGR KWMU-FM $89,502
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Kerr,Stepfon O. University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $24.36
Keuss,Theresa Lynn Registration & Degree Audit REGISTRAR, AST $45,618
Keys,Brianna Nicole Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Khan,Mohammad A Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $25.25
Kidd III,Ambrose Raiford Biology PROF, AST TEACH $42,250
Kim,Sangchul Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC $39,140
Kimball,David C Political Science PROFESSOR $73,572
Kimberlin,Robin Michelle Vice Provost Student Affairs SOCIAL WORKER $30,396
Kimbrell,Matthew H English LECTURER $40,000
Kinds,William K Ctr Character & Citizenship TEMP TECHNICAL $25.00
King Jr,D Randall Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,519
King,Bradley Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $24,177
King,Daniel M Athletics COACH NON-ACA $42,576
King-Stephens,Deborah Kathryn Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Kinnee,Aaron M UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Kinney,Nancy T Political Science PROF, ASOC $62,015
Kirchherr,James Kenneth KWMU FM Radio TEMP SERVICE $25.00
Kirkpatrick,Kathy J Biology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.92
Kirkwood,Karen Elizabeth IT Business Services DIR INFO TECH $93,002
Kiser,Brenna Lorraine English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $36,000
Klearman,Kimberly Janette Performing Arts Operations AST MGR STAGE SVCS $45,972
Klein,William English PROF, TEACH $47,835
Klekamp,Sarah Elizabeth Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR $35,395
Klevorn,Tegan Lynnel Student Life Operations COOR STU ACTIVITIES $42,300
Kliethermes,Matthew D Child Advocacy Center PROF, ASOC CLINCL $62,810
Klieve,Jane B Public Policy Admin INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,000
Klinger,David A Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC $88,096
Knapp,Patricia J. Office of Int Stud & Programs ADMIN AST $16.78
Knoedelseder,Beth Anne Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,118
Knoten,Thomas P Dean of Arts & Sciences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $13,333
Koc,Nazire Pinar Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH $46,142
Koch,Matthew Joseph Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.60
Kochin,Frank S Maintenance Services DIR FACILITIES SVCS $106,500
Koehn,Eric C Continuing Education & Outreac GRAPHIC DESIGNER $39,928
Koeller,Kevin James Chemistry PROF, AST RESRCH $51,500
Koerper,Richard Arthur Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,772
Koerper,Richard Arthur Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $806
Kohler,Kristi Elizabeth Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $10.00
Kohler,Kristi Elizabeth Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Kohn,Nancy R Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC $35,525
Kohnen,Melissa Jane College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $25,500
Kohut,Lauren Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $3,000
Kohut,Michael R Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $18,000
Kopetz,Patricia Bowersox Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROFESSOR $129,331
Koppel,Paul Physics and Astronomy PROF, AST ADJUNCT $12,000
Korkaric,Zlatica Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Koscielski,Stephanie Dawn Clinical Experiences PROJ DIRECTOR SR $60,600
Kosnik,Lea-Rachel Defne Economics PROF, ASOC $88,760
Kottemann,Karl William Graduate Related Activities DIR PROFL PRGMS $63,351
Kouti,Maria Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER $34,500
Kowert,Marilyn Helene Student Financial Aid ACCOUNTANT SR $48,698
Koziol,Catherine Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $48,000
Koziol,Catherine Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $600
Kraemer,Julie A Career Services COOR CAREER PLNG/PLCMNT $40,000
Krajicek,Jennifer D Theater & Dance SUPV STAGE SVCS $21.17
Kralina,Linda M Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,000
Kramer,Joseph P Chemistry SPECTROMETRIST $52,580
Kridel,Donald J Economics PROF, ASOC $85,518
Krober,H Kent University Development DIR UNIV ADVNCMNT-PLND GIVING $87,130
Krueger,James M VC for Managerial & Technologi V CHANCL MGMT/TECHL SVCS $194,250
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Krumeich,Andrew W Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $16.91
Krumm,Beth College & Units DIR OF DEVELOPMENT $76,500
Kryah,Rachel Elizabeth MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROJ DIRECTOR $52,663
Kuhn,Brian Thomas IT Administrative Services BUSI TECHL ANLYST-ENTRY $40,194
Kujath,Roger Alan University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $13.23
Kulczycki,Judith Mary Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Kumagai,Nicole Renee Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Kuo,Carolyn Olson Facilities Planning INTERIOR DESIGNER, MANAGING $70,500
Kwarta,Jared A. Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $19.46
Kyle JR,William C Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROFESSOR $151,725
Kyles,Shanta Latrice Social Work ACADEMIC ADVISOR $34,790
LaCapra,Veronique C KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $43,039
Labedz,Kara Kreikemeier Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL $36,050
Lacity,Mary C Mgmt. Info Sys. Area PROFESSOR $149,497
Lagermann,William R Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.10
Lakshmanan,Manika Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Lamartina,Joyce Ann Library ADMIN AST $20.06
Lamb,M Kathryn Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
Lambing,Peggy Ann Graduate Related Activities LECTURER $15,000
Lambing,Peggy Ann CoBA General LECTURER $10,500
Lamka,Keely A Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
Lamka,Keely A Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Lamotte,Muhammed Yasir Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $10.00
Lancaster Jr,William L Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.92
Land,Sonya Ellen Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,000
Landers-Ochsner,Michelle Renae Sue Shear Institute OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.69
Landgraf,Thomas Joseph College of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL $100,628
Landwier,Michael James UMSL Police DISPATCHER, RADIO $13.28
Lane,Emily K Management Area LECTURER $46,844
Lang,Beth Ann Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Lang,Krystal Proctor Admissions ASST DIR ADMISS $45,600
Lange,Thomas W Business Services MAIL CARRIER $14.24
Langerak,Theresa Marie Music LECTURER $1,800
Lankford,Edwin Louis Art & Art History PROFESSOR $143,161
Larbie,Andrews Kojo Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Larosa,Thomas J College of Optometry INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $4,800
Larsen,Annelsbeth Trouten Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.99
Latimore,Ashley Monet Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Laurenti,Melissa Rose Office of Research Administrat COOR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS $50,020
Lauritsen,Janet Lynn Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR $121,010
Laux,Sharon Catherine Continuing Education & Outreac ASOC DIRECTOR $73,209
Lawrence,Brooke Ashley ITS Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.42
Lawrence,Edward C Finance Area PROFESSOR $161,141
Lawson,Deborah Ann College of Nursing PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $37,800
Lawton,Brian Mgmt. Info Sys. Area LECTURER SR $31,500
Layton,Aaron Jimail Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Le,Fushun Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, AST TEACH $33,039
LeBrell,Carrie Ann Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Lee,Joyman History PROF, AST VISITING $40,000
Lee,Kathy Eileen College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $60,003
Lee,Seonah College of Nursing PROF, AST $72,000
Lehocky,Daniel Leroy Philosophy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $21,000
Leifeld,Martin UA-Administration V CHANCL ADVANCEMENT $207,500
Leighton,Lori Ann College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $39,900
Lemmitt,Kalisha Dawn Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $12.69
Lemon,William John Office of Research Administrat SYST ADMINR-EXPRT $76,470
Lemp,Donna J Chemistry OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.82
Lent,Chad Dale Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Leonard,Gloria Business Services DIR BUSI SVCS-S $116,500
Leonard,Karen College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $17,100
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Lerch,Martha J MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH/LAB TECHN SR $15.12
Leslie,Lawrence H Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Lesniak,Melissa Marie Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $37,500
Lessentine Jr,Robert L Athletics COACH NON-ACA $42,753
Leung,Kit Sang MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, AST RESRCH $72,233
Leventhal,Jacob J Physics and Astronomy FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $45,099
Leveque,Michael R. Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Levin,Aaron Samuel Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $8.00
Levin,Brian M Athletics COACH NON-ACA $45,020
Levin,Russella Nell Art & Art History LECTURER $18,000
Levine,Marlene Hauser Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,900
Levine,Marlene Hauser Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,008
Levy,Gayle Faith Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $20.00
Levy,Hedva Ann Gerontology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,800
Lewis Harris,Jacquelyn A Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC $59,570
Lewis Jr,Cornell Edward Cashiers Office BUSI SYST ANLYST $42,180
Lewis,David J Student Retention Services PROJ DIRECTOR SR $65,000
Lewis,Donald Van Infrastructure Services LAN ENGINEER-PRIN $86,199
Lewis,Mattie L Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.01
Lewis,Nathan C Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST I $13.72
Li,Haitao Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROF, AST $110,614
Li,Maoyin Biology PROF, AST RESRCH $48,091
Liao,Yu-Hsin Counseling - College of Educat PROF, AST $59,287
Liberman,Marla Beth Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Lidgus,Jonathan A Campus Housing DIR RESIDENTIAL LIFE $70,200
Lilienkamp,Jonathan Andrew Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $49,420
Lilly,Angela Y College of Nursing DEAN, AST $90,000
Lin,Chien Fu Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $27,000
Lincoln,Jaime L Admissions ADMISS ADVISOR $15.08
Lindquist,Sandra J College of Nursing PROF, TEACH $142,418
Link,Erica Jane Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.35
Linsin,James R W Counseling Services PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG $63,049
Lippmann,Rachel D. KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $39,762
Little,Gregory Russell KWMU FM Radio COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $38,532
Little,Raymond D MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $19.99
Littleton,Rochelle Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $20.00
Litzsinger,Lee Anne Library OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.18
Livingston,Claire Marie College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP $13.07
Lloyd,Tim Steven KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $41,820
Locke,Kenneth Finance Area LECTURER $18,600
Locke,Levi Justin University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $39,600
Lockett,Michelle Y Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Lodes,Lisa Diane Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Lodge,Marjorie Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.14
Lomax,Tewania Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $40,577
Long-Pease,Jessica Marie Student Life Operations PROJ DIRECTOR $55,500
Lopez,Myra Beatriz Brittamart University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $45,552
Lopinot,Justin R Communication LECTURER $9,060
Loughrey,Thomas James Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC $48,852
Love,Jennifer Bolinger Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Lovell,Jeff A IT Administrative Services PRGMS/OPS MGR II $58,207
Lowery Sr,Paul University Center Operating FLOOR MAINT WKR $12.54
Loyd,Vanessa College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $65,669
Luabeya,Ntshila Vicky Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $16.78
Lucas,Dustin Michael Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Lucas,Faith Accounting Services MANAGER $61,320
Lucas,Karen G Communication RESRCH ASOC $59,787
Luce-Durfee,Georgia Rae Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.35
Luckett,Jesse D Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $8.00
Luckett,Kelley Shalegh Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL $36,360
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Luckey,Evon Educational Leadership & Polic OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $14.79
Luning,Michael Warren Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Luo,Rensheng Chemistry PROF, ASOC RESRCH $63,430
Luther,Jessica Marie KWMU FM Radio OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $17.01
Lyle,Scott Music LECTURER $6,000
Lyles,Rosalind Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $25.25
Ma,Jun Office of Int Stud & Programs NONRES ALIEN STU NONEMP $0
Maag,Jennifer Melynne McAfee Counseling - College of Educat PROF, AST CLINCL $43,551
Mabry,Laura Elizabeth College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP $13.07
MacKenzie,Jennifer J English PROF, TEACH $42,860
MacMorran Maboneza,Jennifer A Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Macan,Therese Hoff Psychology PROFESSOR $86,655
Mach,Georgia Ruth Black Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $15,918
Machica,Kristi Rene Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Mack,Elisa J Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Maczynski,David D. Academic IT Services SFTWR SUPRT ANLYST-EXPRT $45,600
Maggard,Lindsey Ann Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Magnuson,Nancy M College of Nursing PROF, CLINCL $127,259
Mahari,Patricia A Library OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.46
Maher,Timothy M Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, TEACH $69,498
Mahlin,Laurisa Cathlyn University Advt Marketing INFORMATION SPCLST SR $42,000
Mahmood,Hina College of Nursing ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $17.31
Mai,Liuqing Finance Area PROF, AST VISITING $71,761
Maichel,Joel Robert UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Majzoub,Eric H Physics and Astronomy PROF, ASOC $86,850
Maldeney,Jill Elizabeth College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $46,600
Mallams,Robert D Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $29,459
Mallioux,Susan Lynn Library LIBRARY AST III $21.11
Mallory,Jason D Music LECTURER $11,700
Malon,Robert Anthony Recreational Sports/Intramural SECURITY GUARD $13.41
Malone,Williard F University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $13.23
Maltby,Deborah B English PROF, ASOC TEACH $41,420
Manes,Kevin K Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.03
Manies,Shawne Marie College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $62,601
Mann,Adam Michael Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Mannino,Tony Chemistry PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $10,500
Mano,Haim Marketing Area PROF, ASOC $139,145
Mantych,Elizabeth A College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $74,526
Marcus,Melissa Ann Biology RESRCH AST $10.00
Mares,Kenneth R Biology RESRCH AST $57,090
Maric,Nevena Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST $66,064
Maricic,Kimberly A Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $15,000
Mariles,Rosalinda E Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER $33,567
Markou,Stella I Music PROF, ASOC $54,288
Marks,Erica E Library LIBRARY AST II $14.38
Marks,Linda R College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $87,105
Marler JR,Harold A Maintenance Services SUPV FACILITIES SVCS $65,759
Marquis,Robert J Biology PROFESSOR $89,230
Marsh,Don W KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $22.58
Marsh,Larry A Office of Int Stud & Programs COORDINATOR $29,700
Marshall,James Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $22.42
Marshall,Sarah Elizabeth Center for Nanoscience RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC $55,825
Marshall,Valerie Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $27,000
Martin,Dena Lynn Gift and Scholarships TEMP CLERICAL $14.96
Martin,Kevin M Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR $2,400
Martin,Shirley Anna College of Nursing NON EMPL - COURTESY EMAIL $0
Martinez,Chrisstella Dianna Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.18
Martinich,Joseph S Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROFESSOR $113,457
Marx,Celeste S Alumni Activities ASOC DIRECTOR $62,000
Mason,Gina Marie College of Nursing COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $42,775
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Mast,Audrey M Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Matchefts,Samantha Mae Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID $71,968
Mathis,Susan M College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,800
Matiase,Ninfa Betcy Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR $2,400
Matthews,Charles C Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC $46,383
Matthews,Doris Elizabeth Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech ACADEMIC COOR $14,688
Matthews,John Edward Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN, AST $90,641
Matthews,Julie K MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH SPCLST $34,400
Mattingly,Mary Eileen Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.00
May,Frank Chemistry INVESTIGATOR, RESRCH $22.00
Mayer,Nancy Denise Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH $39,501
Mayhan,William Francis English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $15,000
Mayo II,Robert J VC Academic Affairs BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST $87,645
Mayo,Chelsea Bryion Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Mayo,Jean Psychology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.92
Mays,Joyce Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Mc Entire,Jacob Anthony Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
McAlister,Shannon Michelle Criminology & Criminal Justice INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
McAlister,William H College of Optometry PROF, ASOC $103,279
McAllum,Lynetta Patrice Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.00
McBride,Daniel S Psychological Services INTERN $23,000
McBride,Deborah C Accounting Area LECTURER $131,950
McCarthy,Robert J Mgmt. Info Sys. Area LECTURER SR $43,350
McClure,Erica Career Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $15.88
McCollom-Hull,Kimberly Marie Child Advocacy Center PATIENT SVC COOR $15.09
McCoy,Tom E. Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II $15.15
McCudden,Sara Suzanne MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $53,995
McCune,Terry Whittington Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.00
McDaniel,Christopher Scott KWMU FM Radio MULTIMEDIA SPCLST SR $39,666
McDavid,Maria Carmen Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
McDermott,Courtney M Social Work LECTURER $40,911
McDonald Jr,David Paul Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
McEntire,Leslie Ann Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
McEwen,Thomas Wayne UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT $24.33
McFarland,Stephanie Renee Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
McGillivary,Jennifer Lee Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $20,388
McGinnis,Jon D Philosophy PROFESSOR $78,050
McGrosso,John Music PROF, ASOC $66,092
McKain,Michael Ramon Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC $40,600
McKelvie,Thomas Scott English PROF, ASOC TEACH $38,665
McKeon,Patrick J Performing Arts Operations MGR, EVENT SERVICES $58,392
McKnight,Jennifer M. Art & Art History PROF, ASOC $65,000
McMichael,Luci Mauricio Art & Art History PROF, ASOC TEACH $43,677
McMillian,Joshua James Athletics COACH NON-ACA $40,600
McMillion,Clark A Communication PROF, TEACH $43,500
McNamara III,James Barry UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
McNamara,Vicki Renee Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,008
McNeil,Patrick E Art & Art History LECTURER SR $50,000
McPeak,Katherine Elizabeth Art & Art History ADMIN AST $15.80
McPhail,Brenda M University Development ASOC V CHANCL ADVNCMNT-DEVLMNT $126,579
McPhail,Thomas L Theater & Dance PROFESSOR $141,239
McQuary,Linda Jean Child Advocacy Center MGR, FORENSIC OPERATIONS $62,281
McRoberts,Jael Amber Lenoir Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Meadows,Ellen E. Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC ADVISOR $34,400
Meadows,John F Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR $13.84
Medina,Jennifer Lynne Theater & Dance PROF, AST $39,000
Meeks,Kathy S Dean College of Education COOR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS $44,027
Mehmood,Sabah Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Mendelsohn,Bill Dean College of Education PROJ DIRECTOR SR $88,000
Mendoza,Joanna Rosalie Music PROF, ASOC $62,203
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Menendez,Martha College of Optometry BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST $85,254
Meriac,John Patrick Psychology PROF, AST $65,150
Merritt,Stephanie Marie Psychology PROF, ASOC $70,265
Meuser,Thomas Michael Social Work PROF, ASOC $77,210
Meyer,Amanda Elizabeth College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $17,100
Meyers,Debra M Registration & Degree Audit AST TO REGISTRAR $16.85
Meyers,Maggie Marie Holter University Campaign DEVELOPMENT OFFICER $52,416
Michael,Amy K Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER $36,000
Michael,Judith M IT Business Services MGR TELECOMMUNICATIONS $64,410
Middleton IV,Richard T Political Science PROF, ASOC $61,772
Middleton,Jessica College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $27,200
Mihok,Deborah E Music SPECIALIST $20.00
Milburn,Laurie Anne Secondary & K-12 Education INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $8,760
Miller,Collin R. MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH ANLYST $40,244
Miller,Jean Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm DEAN $165,000
Miller,Joel B Finance Area LECTURER $18,600
Miller,Keith W Secondary & K-12 Education PROFESSOR $138,000
Miller,Laura Ann Anthropology PROFESSOR $125,584
Miller,Marsha A Continuing Education & Outreac ADMIN ASOC I $21.20
Miller,Michael Anthony Recreational Sports/Intramural TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $10.00
Miller,Renita Suzette International Business Inst. ADMIN AST $15.79
Miller,Steven Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Mills,Kevin F. Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $8.00
Milton,Amy Renee Office of Research Administrat TEMP TECHNICAL $12.50
Ming,Miranda Temecka Maintenance Services TEMP SERVICE $10.00
Mintchik,Natalia M Accounting Area PROF, ASOC $121,683
Mirchandani,Dinesh A Mgmt. Info Sys. Area PROF, ASOC $127,783
Mishra,Jennifer Music PROF, ASOC $62,775
Miskel II,Lawrence T Public Policy Admin INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Mitchell,Amber Michelle Precollegiate Program COOR, PRECOL PROG $34,400
Mitchell,Geri Lynne KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER/DIR, RADIO $49,000
Mitchell,Mary Ann Athletics INFORMATION SPCLST SR $45,570
Mite,Robby Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Mite,Robby UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Moberly,Deborah Ann Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $19,038
Moehrle,Stephen R Accounting Area PROFESSOR $191,002
Mohan,Mary Jo Psychology ADMIN ASOC I $18.40
Mohrman,Mary Beth Accounting Area FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $26,000
Mohrmann,Gregory G Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $20.00
Mohrmann,Rae J Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $26.78
Mohrmann,Rae J Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $35.00
Moloney,Erin Eschen Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,400
Moloney,Erin Eschen Marketing Area LECTURER $9,000
Mondy,Kerrie Anne Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $13.43
Mongillo,Diane F Dean College of Business EXEC STAFF AST I $20.55
Monroe,Mark A ITS Operations INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER $84,477
Monserrate,Lisa M Facilities Planning ADMIN ASOC I $18.51
Moody,Lacita M Recreational Sports/Intramural TEMP CLERICAL $8.00
Moody,Susan C Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $39,632
Moore Sr,Ralph C Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,552
Moore,Bridgette Elizabeth Communication LECTURER SR $27,000
Moore,Gwen Management Area LECTURER $30,342
Moore,Kate Continuing Education & Outreac ASOC DIRECTOR $75,450
Moore,Kenneth D Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $20.95
Moore,Shannon Baker Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Moore,Terrence Academic IT Services SFTWR SUPRT ANLYST-ENTRY $34,400
Moore,Whitney Nichole UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Morgan,Caitlin Elizabeth Admissions ADMISS ADVISOR $14.72
Morgan,Lori VC Academic Affairs ADMIN MANAGER $83,000
Morgan,Stacy Aniece Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Morrill,Maria Alexis Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Morris,Sandra University Communications GRAPHIC DESIGNER $59,569
Morrison,Margaret Zonia Finance Area LECTURER $18,600
Morrison,Scott Dewayne Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.85
Morton,Stephen Carlyle Music LECTURER $10,710
Moses,Trisha Marie Center for Bus & Ind Studies RESRCH AST $15.00
Moses-Nunley PhD,Dianna N Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Mottl,Rebecca L Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $18.15
Mottl,Robert O Music LECTURER $3,060
Moxey,Lauren Patricia Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,400
Mozolewski,Tomasz Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Mreen,Fern B Dean of Arts & Sciences ADMIN ASOC I $18.49
Muchhala,Nathan C Biology PROF, AST $68,000
Muehlrath,Kathryn Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST ADJUNCT $16,008
Mueller,Marie Therese University Health Services NURSE PRACTITIONER $84,006
Mulderig,John P VC Academic Affairs AST TO PROVOST-FINL SVCS $120,900
Mullen,Dennis Marvin Maintenance Services MANAGER $70,801
Mundy,Ray A Center for Transp Studies PROFESSOR $175,923
Muns,Raleigh Clayton Library LIBRARIAN III $64,875
Munteanu,Gregory Alexander KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER $13.23
Munteanu,Gregory Alexander University Events TEMP TECHNICAL $30.00
Murphy,Carole Educational Leadership & Polic FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $20,193
Murphy,Christopher E Accounting Area LECTURER SR $9,300
Murphy,Jason M Psychological Services FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL $35,000
Murray,Janet Y Marketing Area PROFESSOR $194,717
Murray,Johnna Accounting Area LECTURER $51,000
Murray,Michael D Theater & Dance PROF, CURATOR TEACH $93,670
Mushaben,Joyce Marie Political Science PROFESSOR $99,020
Mushtaq,Sama Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Mussman,Denise Carpenter Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH $45,768
Myers,Felicita Anna COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR $37,975
Myers,Raymond I College of Optometry PROF, CLINCL $63,997
Myrda,Tom J Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $19.47
Naes,Margaret Mary IT Business Services COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $40,905
Nappier,Elanora Mary Communication LECTURER SR $27,000
Naumann Jr,Joseph A Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $38,064
Naumann,Michael Steven IT Business Services SYST ADMINR-EXPRT $60,894
Nauss,Robert M Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROFESSOR $204,689
Navarro,Richard Alan Mgmt. Info Sys. Area PROF, AST TEACH $29,334
Navarro,Virginia L Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC $67,771
Navin,Lynn M Dean College of Education DIR CHILD DEV CNTR $66,017
Nay Lor,Jesse A Mercantile Library SECURITY GUARD $11.63
Negin,Saeedeh Center for Nanoscience FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL $36,067
Nelson,Gregory Stafford University Campaign MGR ANNUAL FUND $68,134
Nelson,Janice University Child Developmentl DAY CARE AST $13.56
Nelson,Jean College of Nursing PROF, TEACH $79,702
Nelson,Jennifer L. Career Services COOR CAREER PLNG/PLCMNT $40,600
Nelson,Mandy Rochell MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH/LAB TECHN SR $15.69
Nelson,Mary Jo Public Policy Research Centers OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.31
Nelson,Mary L Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ADJUNCT $21,780
Nelson,Ryan W Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.71
Nelson,Sandra Jane Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Nelson,Terry John Lynn Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $19.67
Nelson,Timothy P Library LIBRARIAN I $41,544
Neukomm,Martha Jane Political Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,900
Neunuebel,Brittany Lynn COE Advising and Prof Exp ACADEMIC ADVISOR $34,500
Neville,Katherine S Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $11.97
Newlin,Joseph William Office of Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT $21.00
Newman,Alan Richard Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, RESRCH $67,556
Newman,Cara L. Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Newsham,Judy Helen Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
Nguyen,Eric Hoang University Campaign PRGMR/ANLYST-SPCLST $48,478
Nichols,Andrea M University Health Services SUPV, OFFICE $39,304
Nichols,John Anthony Admissions ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $16.60
Nichols,Michael R. Chemistry PROF, ASOC $65,370
Nicklas,Amanda Michelle College of Optometry RESIDENT, CLINCL $31,104
Niederberger,Margaret Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd LECTURER $35,229
Niehaus,Mary Rebecca KWMU FM Radio COOR DEVELOPMENT $16.51
Nieman,Adriana Oerly Campus Housing COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $37,542
Niemeyer,Christopher Library LIBRARIAN III $52,929
Nigro,Kathleen Butterly English PROF, ASOC TEACH $41,498
Nishio,Yohei Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Noack,Clover Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Noble,Katie Raylene Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $13.43
Noel,Jeffrey G MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, AST RESRCH $74,749
Nolan,Telesa Public Policy Research Centers BUSINESS MGR I $54,849
Noland,Jaleh M College of Nursing ADMIN AST $16.59
Noll,Birgit Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, TEACH $63,673
Nordin,Nicole Rhea Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER $33,279
Nordman,Robert William Music PROF, TEACH $87,040
Norman,Sarah Anne Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER ASOC $15.60
North,Wayne Allan IT Administrative Services PRGMS/OPS MGR I $50,400
Notowich,Ellen Isabel Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Nugent,Alexis Brianne University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $45,552
Nunn,Ashley N. Multi-Cultural Relations COUNSELOR $39,624
Nunnelee,Janice D College of Nursing PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $19,800
O'Brien,Diane Beckerle Social Work LECTURER $56,500
O'Brien,James J Chemistry PROFESSOR $78,642
O'Brien,Marisa Ann College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $6,810
O'Connell,Thomas Helton Continuing Education & Outreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR $42,089
O'Connor,Thomas Patrick Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
O'Mara,Kelly Biology COOR INSTRUCTL LAB $45,444
O'Reilly,Deborah Sanders Ctr Character & Citizenship COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $39,000
O'Steen Jr.,James Michael Student Financial Aid AST DIR STU FIN AID-S $45,600
O'Toole,Peggy Anne Marketing Area LECTURER SR $21,000
Obermark,Lauren E English PROF, AST $55,000
Ocallaghan,Leanne Patrice Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.13
Oh,Kyeungrae Management Area PROF, AST $107,868
Ohnersorgen,Michael A Anthropology PROF, AST $56,453
Oilar,Molly Elizabeth Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Okeefe,Adrianne Darby Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $17.37
Olivas,Wendy M Biology PROF, ASOC $65,030
Oliver,Meral Residential Life CUSTODIAN $13.23
Oliver,Theda Renee College of Nursing OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $15.16
Olree,Meghan Yvonne Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $14.71
Oneal,Glenda Jean Public Policy Admin INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Oneal,Tonia M Anthropology RESRCH AST $8.00
Oneill,Debra L MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $52,439
Opfer,David E. Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Opfer,Dennis J Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $22.42
Ortega,Jeanne M Public Policy Research Centers RESRCH SPCLST SR $64,441
Osaghae,Uyi Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Osborn,David C. Center for Nanoscience MANAGER $48,072
Osby,Kenneth L Business Services MAIL CARRIER $14.24
Ostergaard,Carolyn A College of Optometry OPTICIAN $39,600
Otto,Julia Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,763
Overton,Brianne LeShay Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Owen,Kenneth E Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, TEACH $50,172
Owens,David Library LIBRARIAN III $56,343
Owsley,Dennis C KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER $13.11
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Pace,Colleen Therese Student Life Operations STU SVC COOR $39,624
Pacini,Tracy Jeanne College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $20,400
Page IV,James W Alumni Activities AST DIR ALUM ACTVS $52,400
Painter,Madalyn C. KWMU FM Radio MGR WEB & ELECTRONIC COMMS $53,844
Palisch,Nicholas Greg College of Optometry PROJ DIRECTOR $45,600
Palm,Alysia Renee Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.18
Pancella,Thomas G MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed PROJ DIRECTOR $53,591
Pande,Ashish Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area ADJUNCT $10,500
Pandjiris,James Finance Area LECTURER SR $27,900
Parker,Patricia G Biology PROFESSOR $146,124
Parks,Joseph J Office of Research Administrat PROF, DISTINGUISHED RESRCH $10
Partee,Nigel Coleman UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Pastor,Mary Rebecca Public Policy Research Centers COOR, COMMUNICATIONS $50,693
Patrick,Dawn Shontell College of Nursing PROF, ADJUNCT $31,500
Patterson,Laura J Academic IT Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $71,086
Patterson,Leslie Anne Continuing Education & Outreac EDITOR $44,438
Patterson,Lisa Marie College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $18,000
Patterson,Miles L Psychology FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $38,020
Patterson,Shira K. Performing Arts Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $10.99
Patton JR,Adell History PROF, ASOC $78,271
Paul,Lori L Biology PROF, AST TEACH $46,405
Paul,Robert Harris Psychology PROFESSOR $108,267
Pawloski,Elizabeth Ann Human Resources PROJ DIRECTOR $45,981
Peach,Janis Kay Library LIBRARIAN III $63,218
Peaslee,David Edward UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Pederson,Berit Brogaard Philosophy PROFESSOR $70,080
Peet,Benjamin Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Pellegrini,Ekin Management Area PROF, ASOC $116,278
Peniston,Eric Brian Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
Peoples,Channon D Precollegiate Program AST DIR PRECOLLEGIATE PRGMS $54,355
Percy,Nancy AnnLevy Student Life Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.00
Perepekhina-Belonog,Eugenia College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,200
Perez III,Johnson Joseph Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $42,780
Perez,Amanda M Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Perkins,Daryl Eugene Admissions ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $16.60
Perkins,Jeffrey Scott MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed PROJ DIRECTOR $54,602
Perkins,Michael T Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Perkins,Ruthann Dean of Arts & Sciences AST TO DEAN $85,777
Perry,Briona Catherine Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Perry,Kendra Elaine Center for Nanoscience PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $53,784
Peterman,Shahla Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, TEACH $64,581
Peters,Lesley Ann Campus Housing COOR, RESIDENTIAL LIFE-S $34,400
Petersen,Theresa Anne Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Peterson III,Robert Benjamin KWMU FM Radio RADIO PRGM DIR-S $92,149
Peterson,Jasmine Camille Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Peterson,Jeri University Events PRGM/PRJCT SUPP COORD SR $42,184
Peterson,Zoe D Psychology PROF, ASOC $75,130
Petty,Charlotte Diane Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Petty,Charlotte Diane Communication LECTURER SR $12,000
Petty,Charlotte Diane Communication LECTURER SR $18,000
Petty,Janice M. Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Petty,Tyrome Registration & Degree Audit REGISTRAR, AST $52,655
Pfau,Francis X KWMU FM Radio SALES MANAGER $49,144
Phillips,Camille Marie KWMU FM Radio MULTIMEDIA SPCLST SR $19.07
Phillips,Margaret Bagwell Anthropology PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $9,600
Phillips,Margaret Bagwell Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $24,000
Phillips,Tommy L Residential Life MAINT WRKR, PREV $18.38
Phipps,Steven Theater & Dance PROF, AST VISITING $45,000
Piatnitskaia,Galina N Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, TEACH $51,545
Piccinini,Gualtiero Philosophy PROF, ASOC $77,227
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Pickard,Joseph G. Social Work PROF, ASOC $63,786
Picker,Mary Ellen Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
Pickup,Julia Marie Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Piechocinski,Jaime Rayna MIMH-Administration ADMIN ASOC I $21.89
Pierce,Lois H Social Work ACADEMIC DIR $111,300
Pierre,Karen A Alumni Activities MGR PUBLIC AFFRS $50,632
Piesbergen,Frances Rapking Library LIBRARIAN III $60,823
Piper,Meghan Nicole Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $27,000
Poe,Tracy Lynn Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Pope,Christina Veloso Office of Int Stud & Programs INTERNATL ADMISS OFFICER $40,500
Pope,Mark L Counseling - College of Educat PROFESSOR $107,586
Porter,Jennifer Elaine KWMU FM Radio COOR PRGMS & SPCL EVENTS $39,037
Porterfield,Amanda S Criminology & Criminal Justice ADMIN AST $15.10
Porterfield,Michael David Center for Teaching & Learning INSTRUCTL DESGNR-eLRNG-EXPRT $53,795
Porterfield,Shirley Lynn Social Work PROF, ASOC $74,170
Portwood,Lisa Ann College of Nursing NURSE, STAFF $21.76
Posey,John R Public Policy Admin INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Pott,Rosemary Dean College of Education COOR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS $51,022
Potter,Stephen E KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO $44,042
Poulopoulos,Nikolaos History PROF, AST VISITING $45,000
Pourroy,Emmanuelle Marie-Agnes Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $39,000
Power,Sean MIMH-Administration I-NET ADMINR-SPCLST $18.43
Pratte,Brenda S Biology RESRCH ASOC $45,553
Pratte,Paul Simon IT Administrative Services DIR INFO TECH $105,789
Preuss,Timothy A IT Administrative Services D B PRGMR/ANLYST-SPCLST $45,600
Prewett,Rachael B. Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL $40,685
Procter,Donna S Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $40,738
Prokosch,Courtney Lynn Psychological Services INTERN $23,000
Proud,Kelsey E KWMU FM Radio MULTIMEDIA SPCLST SR $43,514
Prouhet,Paula Marie College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $62,601
Pruitt,Willie Residential Life CUSTODIAN $13.23
Pummill,John Charles Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.74
Punselie,Rebecca Lynn Mc Cart Clinical Experiences OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $13.56
Purnell,Andrea M MIMH-Administration COOR, COMMUNICATIONS $45,009
Purnell,Charles Performing Arts Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $10.15
Pyron,Donna N. Music SPECIALIST $26.00
Quigley,Maureen R Art & Art History PROF, ASOC TEACH $43,392
Quinlan,Constance Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $15.66
Raack JR,William J KWMU FM Radio RADIO NEWS DIR $56,840
Rachal,Brandon D College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $15,300
Rahman,Shahidur Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR $2,400
Ramirez,Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $44,557
Rammaha,Osama I Custodial Services SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S $49,441
Ramsey,Jaimi Lynne Child Advocacy Center FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL $30,000
Randle,Ernestine Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Randolph,Stacey marie Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Ranney,Sarah Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,400
Ranum,Cheryl Ann Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Rao,Prabhakar Aroor Mathematics & Computer Science PROFESSOR $90,124
Rapko,Emily K Career Services ASOC DIR CAREER SERVICES $56,999
Rapsilber,Kenneth Matthew Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $40,382
Rash,Estella University Child Developmentl CHILD CARE AST $12.57
Rath,Nigam Chemistry PROF, RESRCH $89,050
Rathmann,Rodney L Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $9,519
Ratican,Kristen Anne KWMU FM Radio COOR DEVELOPMENT $18.38
Ratliff,Mark Harris Continuing Education & Outreac TEACHING AST $11.00
Ray,Gerda W History PROF, ASOC $52,670
Ray,Sandra Meeks Athletics ADMIN AST $16.83
Reagan,Ryan Scott University Child Developmentl FOOD SVC WRKR I $11.35
Rebe,Kathryn L Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $28.37
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Rechtien,Johnathan David Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-ENTRY $17.00
Recktenwald,Christine M College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $60,909
Records,Kathryn Ann College of Nursing PROFESSOR $140,000
Reed,Kathleen L College of Optometry OPTOMETRIC TECHN $14.81
Reed,Spencer M. KWMU FM Radio TRAFFIC COORDINATOR $16.83
Reese,Tempeste N. ITS Operations EXEC STAFF AST I $16.54
Regester,April Jayne Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST $62,352
Rehagen,Diana Maria Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.84
Reich,Linda Marie KWMU FM Radio SALES REP $35,935
Reinarman,Katherine Marie Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.13
Reinhart,Amber Marie Communication PROF, ASOC $61,250
Reise,Daniel Steven Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $14,300
Reise,Jane B Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $8.95
Reiss,Philip E. Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $45,725
Remier,Michael Charles Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-EXPRT $71,104
Renschen,Patrick Charles Art & Art History INSTRUCTOR $34,272
Rensing,Kimi Lyn Criminology & Criminal Justice INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $24,000
Rettke,Cindee K Smalley Biology RESRCH ASOC $31,400
Revels,Preshus S Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Reynolds Moehrle,Jennifer Accounting Area PROF, ASOC $153,698
Reynolds,Adam N Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.87
Rhodes,Calvin C Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Rhodes,Karen C MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $45,961
Rhomberg,Mary Beth College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $70,785
Ribble,Dale J Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA $37,555
Richards JR,James E Music PROFESSOR $126,900
Richards,Anthony Lawrence Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Richards,Constance Lee Social Work INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Richardson JR,Lloyd Irwin Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROFESSOR $109,812
Richardson,Jennifer Lynn Dean Honors College ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $16.50
Richey,Joseph F Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $1,751
Richey,Joseph F Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $876
Richter,Diane Marie Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Ricklefs,Robert E Biology PROFESSOR $145,794
Riddick,Kaliantha Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $18.03
Ridge,Joy Marie Physics and Astronomy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,250
Riedel,Edward Girard MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $48,167
Rigby,Joan Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac RESRCH AIDE $50
Riley,Joseph James UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Ringo,Terry D Maintenance Services MECH, AUTO CNTRL $22.42
Ritter,Sharon E College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $34,200
Roades,Warren E. Special Units Chancellor ACCOUNTANT $15.60
Roberts,Ashlee K Student Life Operations STU SVC COOR $41,200
Robertson,David B Political Science PROFESSOR $95,870
Robertson,Jeffrey Dell Mgmt. Info Sys. Area LECTURER $9,300
Robinette,Elizabeth Marie Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $14.30
Robinson Jr,Ronald Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST I $14.42
Robinson,Billie Lee Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
Robinson,Billie Lee Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $10.00
Robinson,Karen Margaret Library LIBRARIAN III $63,131
Robinson,Lashaunda Denise Maintenance Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.40
Robinson,Marva University Campaign OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $17.39
Robinson,Phillip Art & Art History PROF, ASOC $56,707
Robinson,Rivian D Child Advocacy Center ADMIN AST $15.05
Robison,Kent Andrew Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,552
Robison,Susan Marie Continuing Education & Outreac RESRCH AIDE $50
Robnett,Sandra Library LIBRARY AST I $13.23
Roccia,Miriam I. Student Life Operations AST DEAN OF STUDENTS $87,789
Rochester,J Martin Political Science PROFESSOR $99,181
Rodgers,Marilyn L Library DEAN, ASOC $93,840
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Roedel,Thomas O'Brien Academic IT Services TECHL TRAINER-ENTRY $35,077
Roeseler,Charles Aloys UMSL Police POLICE CAPTAIN $56,650
Rogers,James L. Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Rogers,Rebecca L Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROFESSOR $76,304
Rogers,Tiara L University Center Operating OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.54
Rogers,William H. Economics PROF, ASOC $86,798
Rohde,Geralf KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER $13.37
Rohlfing,Alexander Joseph UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Rohloff II,Waldemar Mark Philosophy PROF, AST TEACH $45,450
Ronen,David Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROFESSOR $117,315
Rosas,Antonio Transportation & Parking DRIVER EMERG ROAD SVC $15.63
Rose,David C Economics PROFESSOR $129,720
Rosenfeld,Richard B Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR $135,623
Rosenkoetter,Alan C. Music LECTURER $1,530
Rosenthal,Patricia Anne Social Work ACADEMIC DIR $69,500
Ross,Anastasia L. Public Policy Admin OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.00
Ross,Emily Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC TEACH $49,171
Ross,Robert Library LIBRARY AST II $17.46
Ross,Sara C Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm ASSOCIATE I $45,600
Ross,Stephanie Andrea Philosophy PROFESSOR $74,706
Rota,Charles David Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $13,333
Rothermich,Joyce A Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,118
Rottman,Joseph Mgmt. Info Sys. Area PROF, ASOC $149,987
Rounds,James H Anthropology PROF, ASOC $138,558
Rowan,Steven William History PROFESSOR $78,384
Royal,Lindell Annie Vice Provost Student Affairs AST TO V CHANCL STU AFFRS $76,731
Royster,Thomas E Facilities Planning PROJ MGR, CONSTRUCT SR $73,500
Rucker Jr,Billy Don Ctr Character & Citizenship RESRCH SPCLST $34,400
Rudolph,Christopher W UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT $19.74
Ruhland,Michael R Communication LECTURER SR $18,000
Ruppert,Joan Hart College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $79,914
Rust,Daniel Lee Center for Transp Studies PROF, AST TEACH $43,771
Ryan,Aaron Paul UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Ryan,Erin Elizabeth VC Academic Affairs ADMIN AST $14.53
Ryan,Linda Alfs College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $34,200
Sachs,Bruce L Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
Sackett,Leah Marie English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Sackett,Leah Marie English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Saigh,Jessica L Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $27,900
Sakharova,Julia Music PROF, AST $58,580
Sala,Rhael R Cashiers Office ADMIN ASOC I $14.95
Salamon,Jessica Lee Academic Advising, Arts & Scie OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $12.25
Salamon,Steven UMSL Police POLICE CAPTAIN $56,650
Salas,Sonia College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $43,200
Sale,Elizabeth W MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, ASOC RESRCH $91,060
Saleska,Diane Debra College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH $65,997
Salmeen,Nour Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Samples,Robert University Communications ASOC V CHANCL ADVNCMNT-COMM $122,404
Sampson,Elizabeth VC Academic Affairs COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $41,200
Sanchez,Sandra Yvonne Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Sanders,David T Economics INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Sanders,Patricia K Dean Honors College OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $12.13
Sandroff,Nancy Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Santirojprapai,Anthony Dhirasilph Theater & Dance LECTURER $9,600
Saul,Ellen Wendy Secondary & K-12 Education PROFESSOR $157,553
Sauter,Vicki L Mgmt. Info Sys. Area PROFESSOR $128,649
Savu,Anna Barbara MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH SPCLST SR $49,042
Sawalich,William Adam Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
Schacht,Megan M Child Advocacy Center PROF, AST CLINCL $65,231
Schaefer,Jeffrey A Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.05
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Schaeffer,Scott Bryan Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $9,519
Schaffnit,Scott E Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Schaper,Donald E. Accounting Services TEMP TECHNICAL $22.00
Scheberle,Nancy Young Ctr for Excel Financial Couns ADMIN ASOC I $16.50
Schechter,Lisa Monique Biology PROF, AST $64,960
Scheerer,Christopher R Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $16.91
Scheetz,Christopher Infrastructure Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $67,168
Schepker,Susan College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $52,509
Schisla,Gretchen Art & Art History PROF, ASOC $60,455
Schlarman,Jacqueline Babka University Advt Marketing AST DIR UNIV COMMUNICATIONS $59,454
Schmidt,Ellen T Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.85
Schmidt,John Travis Eiichi Ctr Character & Citizenship TEMP TECHNICAL $10.00
Schmidt,Lauren B Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, AST $53,650
Schmitt,Frank Bernhardt UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT $19.74
Schmitz,Lindsay N. Library LIBRARIAN I $40,935
Schneidenbach,Spencer Alexander Mgmt. Info Sys. Area LECTURER $9,300
Schnell II,Thomas R Educational Leadership & Polic FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $25,302
Schnurbusch,John P Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $8.00
Schoemehl,Jessica Ann Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST $13.78
Schott,Christopher Ryan English LECTURER $40,750
Schramm,Sue Ann Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Schrand,Michael KWMU FM Radio PROD MGR RADIO $54,999
Schreiner,Steven M English PROF, ASOC $56,350
Schreyer,Kurt A English PROF, AST $57,000
Schroeder,Kimberly N Criminology & Criminal Justice RESRCH ASOC $37,548
Schroeder,Lucy Marie Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST I $13.72
Schroeder,Peter Nathan Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.00
Schuh,Genevieve E Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Schuler,Matthew E Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Schulte,Abigail M. Office of Research Administrat EXEC STAFF AST II $20.10
Schulte,Michael W Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC TEACH $60,016
Schulze,Carmen K Social Work PROF, ADJUNCT $18,000
Schuman,Rebecca Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $30,582
Schurk,Mary Kathleen College of Nursing LECTURER $76,515
Schwantes,Carlos A History PROFESSOR $145,519
Scollay,Diane Marie Gateway Writing Program LECTURER SR $30,190
Scordias,Margaret Ann Center for Teaching & Learning PROF, AST ADJUNCT $2,250
Scott,Lisa Karen Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $27,000
Scruggs Hicks,Maya M. Student Retention Services COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $39,657
Seabourne,Marcia Gay MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.15
Sears II,Robert Michael Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Seckington,Theron L Theater & Dance SUPV STAGE SVCS $19.00
Sedinkin,Sergey L Center for Nanoscience RESRCH ASOC $33,000
Seely,Shane R English PROF, AST $55,750
Segal,Uma A Social Work PROFESSOR $61,800
Seger,Michael Robert UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Sennott,Lisa Ann Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,400
Sennott,Lisa Ann Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd RESRCH AST $3,000
Serati,David Anthony UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer MENTOR $10.00
Sevem,Mark W University Campaign COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $34,400
Shabani,Elizabeth Kathleen Office of Int Stud & Programs COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $37,002
Shadwell,Lindsay Marie Music OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $12.00
Shaffer,Christopher A Anthropology PROF, AST VISITING $50,000
Shalenko,Lacey Ann Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA $30,900
Shanklin,John Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-EXPRT $25.59
Shannon Simms,Brenda Continuing Education & Outreac MGR CONTINUING EDUC $69,533
Shariff,Adam Richmond Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Sharpe,Mary Elizabeth College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $57,000
Sharpe,Paul A Library LIBRARIAN II $64,584
Shaw,Helen A Library LIBRARIAN III $46,824
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Shelton,Brian Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Shelton,James David Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $9,519
Shelton,James David Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $9,519
Shelton,Joshua Brian UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER $17.24
Shelton,Patrick J Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA $4,943
Shen,Huei-Wern Social Work PROF, AST $58,401
Shepard,Richard Charles Special Units - Public Affairs SPECIALIST $175.00
Sher,Philip Fei-Yu Child Advocacy Center MENTAL HLTH PROFL $40,000
Sherman,Helene Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $27,825
Sherman,Linda College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $61,596
Sherraden,Margaret S Social Work PROFESSOR $84,240
Shibles,Eleanor Sue Custodial Services SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S $47,638
Shibusawa,Yoshiaki Office of Int Stud & Programs DEVELOPMENT OFFICER $12,000
Shields,Nancy A Anthropology PROF, ASOC $70,011
Shields,Yakima Young College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $87,060
Shipley,Landon Christopher Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA $24,015
Shivers,Beatrice A Ctr Character & Citizenship OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $19.17
Sholy,Carol S Institutional Research INSTITL RESRCH ASOC $62,250
Sholy,Joumana Ibrahim Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Shrensker,Jennifer Loren Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH $44,312
Shy,Lindsay Zoellner Chemistry ADMIN ASOC I $18.31
Shymansky,James A Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROFESSOR $138,092
Siciliani,Jennifer L Psychology PROF, TEACH $77,190
Siemers,Laurel T Communication LECTURER SR $18,000
Sieveking,Michael J Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm PRGMS/OPS MGR I $46,996
Siewert,Walter Michael VC Academic Affairs ACADEMIC DIR $87,570
Signorino,Russell D Political Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Silman,Linda Catherine Registration & Degree Audit REGISTRAR-S $77,355
Silver,Antoine L Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR $13.84
Simeone,Lorraine College of Optometry ADMIN MANAGER $55,000
Simkin,Jenny Lynn MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH/LAB TECHN SR $13.50
Simmons,Angel Novel College of Optometry PROF, AST CLINCL $84,885
Simmons,Scott Herbert University Campaign DIR OF DEVELOPMENT $97,869
Simms,Glenda Juanita Child Advocacy Center ADMIN AST $17.13
Simms,Jennifer Spearman Academic IT Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $62,776
Simpson,John Charles Philosophy INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Sinacore,Mary L College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $69,102
Singer,Jonathan W Finance Area LECTURER SR $9,300
Singer,Nancy R Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC $58,136
Sippel,Jeffrey Art & Art History PROF, ASOC $63,619
Sise,Daniel M Public Policy Admin LECTURER $36,692
Sisler,Jackie Graphic Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $16.45
Sisley,Mark Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Sivils,Stephanie Lise University Center Operating OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.22
Slapac,Alina Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST $56,032
Slocum,Lee A Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC $77,000
Slowiak,Patricia Mae Student Retention Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.47
Smaistrla,Kathryn M Environmental Health & Safety PROJECT SPCLST $23.45
Small,Natissia S Precollegiate Program AST DEAN OF STUDENTS $95,940
Smallman,Emily Anne Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Smith,Bryant Keith Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR $13.84
Smith,Carol Jean Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Smith,Catherine Dolphin College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $62,700
Smith,Craig Lamont Biology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,000
Smith,Deana L Psychology PROF, ASOC CLINCL $68,928
Smith,Deanna Lee Admissions ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $16.35
Smith,Ebony S College of Nursing GRANTS/CONTRACT SPCLST $19.20
Smith,James J Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,900
Smith,John Hillman Music LECTURER SR $21,900
Smith,Jordan R Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Smith,Joseph L Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Smith,Karen Marie Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
Smith,Laurence Douglas Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROFESSOR $170,954
Smith,Marisa X. UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT $19.74
Smith,Megan Elizabeth College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP $13.69
Smith,Paula L Infrastructure Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $82,926
Smith,Quinten Eugene Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $13.43
Smith,Renae A Office of Int Stud & Programs MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS $56,520
Smith,Sharon R Registration & Degree Audit OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.74
Snyder,Andrew Michael Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.93
Snyder,Jack E Theater & Dance LECTURER $27,000
Snyder,Samuel R Admissions ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE $16.60
Soderberg,Douglas Michael Theater & Dance PROF, AST ADJUNCT $27,000
Soltis,Jennifer Haight Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR $37,090
Soltis,Scott Matthew Management Area PROF, AST $108,830
Sommer,Mary A Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $11.79
Sommers,Randall J Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER $32,631
Song,Kim H Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, ASOC $62,297
Sopko,Matthew Douglas Psychology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $21,000
Sopko,Matthew Douglas Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Sopko,Matthew Douglas Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,500
Sorensen,Robert Lanford Economics FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $26,869
Southerland,Joseph Ammon Academic Advising, Arts & Scie ACADEMIC ADVISOR $39,020
Spates,Gloria Jean Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Speck SR,Paul S Marketing Area PROF, ASOC $99,335
Speck,Angelique Denise University Child Developmentl CHILD CARE AST $10.83
Speicher,Brian L Economics LECTURER $52,600
Spence,Aaron Michael UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Spencer,Christine R College of Nursing LECTURER $60,000
Spencer,Jonathan A UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Spies,Koren Angela Anthropology RESRCH AST $8.00
Spilling,Christopher Chemistry PROFESSOR $141,096
Spingola,Marc Biology PROF, ASOC TEACH $62,500
Sprague,Debra J MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $51,778
Sredl,Darlene Rita College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH $73,322
Stageman,Lisa Registration & Degree Audit TRANS CREDIT EVAL SPCLST $39,066
Stahlman,Adam P Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.72
Stahr,Jason A Performing Arts Operations MGR EVENTS & PATRON SVCS $73,200
Staley,Lynn M English PROF, ASOC TEACH $39,609
Staley,Marsha Lynn Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $24,012
Staley,Richard Lynn Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST $66,497
Stamps,David Keith Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $21,600
Stanger,Albert Gerard Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH $47,100
Stanger,Kimberly K T Mathematics & Computer Science ADMIN AST $18.05
Stanton,Richard M Clinical Experiences PROJ DIRECTOR $55,059
Starkey,James P Maintenance Services CARPENTER $21.87
Starkey,Melvin Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $22.42
Starks II,Edward L Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Steffen,Ann Psychology PROF, ASOC $84,874
Stegman,Boniface C College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $34,200
Stein,Linda College of Optometry ADMIN AST $18.90
Steinbach,Marie Siobhan Performing Arts Operations PRGM/PRJCT SUPP COORD SR $39,624
Steiniger,Mindy Marie Biology PROF, AST $66,900
Steinmann,Kathy Ann Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,845
Steinmetz,Pamela Lavonne Recreational Sports/Intramural MGR INTRAMUR/RECREATION $50,191
Stephens,Tom Ray Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST $43,062
Sterling,Antionette Glenda Student Retention Services COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $41,993
Sterling,Eboni L Welcome Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $12.18
Stevens,Peter F Biology PROFESSOR $91,753
Stevens,Tanisha Nicole VC Academic Affairs PROJ DIRECTOR $61,510
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Stevenson,Wendell Thomas Office of Int Stud & Programs PRGM/PRJCT SUPP COORD SR $52,780
Stewart III,Lester Eugene Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST I $14.00
Stewart,James Edward Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.72
Stidmon,LaJuana Jean Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR $2,700
Stidmon,LaJuana Jean Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Stifel,Perrin Bailey Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $910
Stiles,Brandie Marie College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $34,200
Stine,Keith Chemistry PROFESSOR $69,835
Stock,Dayna M Sue Shear Institute MGR SUE SHEAR INSTITUTE $62,499
Stoll,Doris Ruth University Health Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $11.38
Stolz,Roberta Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Stone,Julianne Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER $17,000
Storm,Douglas Wayne Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.60
Strebeck,Janie E Continuing Education & Outreac RESRCH AIDE $50
Strong,Julia Ann Biology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.25
Struck,Steven D Environmental Health & Safety HLTH PHYSICS TECHN SR $27.26
Stubblefield,Gwendolyn College of Nursing PROF, AST ADJUNCT $17,100
Stubbs,Sue Music PROF, AST ADJUNCT $3,060
Studt,Tamara Volunteer Services VOLUNTEER $0
Stuerke,Pamela S Accounting Area PROF, ASOC $135,595
Sturgeon,Lisa M Precollegiate Program OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.94
Stuth,Gretchen D. Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Stutte,Brenda Office of Research Administrat ASSOCIATE I $50,568
Suhre,Terry Art & Art History PROF, RESRCH $64,852
Sullivan,Christopher Counseling Services PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG $56,136
Sundvold,Robert Allen Athletics COACH NON-ACA $83,500
Sutch,Darren Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $17.50
Sutton Jr,Marvin Residential Life CUSTODIAN $13.23
Sutton,Arthur Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Sutton,Keely J'Nelle Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Swanigan,Jesse C Finance Area LECTURER SR $9,300
Swanstrom,Todd Frederick Political Science PROFESSOR $160,050
Swartwout,Jill Marie Psychological Services PROJ DIRECTOR $60,659
Sweeney II,Donald Charles Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROF, TEACH $101,319
Swindle,Monica S Program in Gender Studies INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Switzer,Suzanne Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,318
Sykes,Regina Elaine Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
Syskin,Sergei A Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ADJUNCT $19,995
Taake,Gene A Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD $18.41
Tackett,Mary L Registration & Degree Audit AST TO REGISTRAR $18.50
Tagger,Lori Sue Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Tagger,Lori Sue Dean Honors College PROF, AST ADJUNCT $10,194
Tagger,Lori Sue Counseling - College of Educat PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Tagger,Lori Sue Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Tan,Yih Horng Chemistry POST DOCTORAL ASOC $35,298
Tanaka,Lanette E College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $60,057
Tang Martinez,Zuleyma Biology FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $23,617
Tansey,Patrick Michael Library SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST $23.38
Tauschek,Heidi Foreign Languages & Literature INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Taussig,Fred thomson Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $17,995
Taussig,Lela Eunice Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC ADVISOR $27,520
Taylor PhD,Amber E.B. Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Taylor,Ann R Dean College of Education DEAN, ASOC $112,444
Taylor,George Townsend Psychology PROFESSOR $121,952
Taylor,Gregory Lee Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Taylor,Karen University Child Developmentl COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $34,400
Taylor,Kelly Ann Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR $2,700
Taylor,Lisa Lynnette College of Nursing ADMIN AST $15.59
Taylor,Matthew J Psychology PROF, ASOC $71,317
Taylor,Ronald Kent Mercantile Library SECURITY GUARD $10.92
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Taylor,Terrance James Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC $73,350
Taylor-Braxton,Jacqueline Denise University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $12.18
Tellin,Jeffrey Stuart Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID $17.37
Tenkku,Rhonda Finance Area PROF, AST TEACH $54,658
Tennill,Marcia Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Tesfai,Yodit Semere Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Thalanayar Muthuramani,Shyam Shankar Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Thaxton,Mary Jane VC for Managerial & Technologi EXEC STAFF AST II $27.50
Thiel,Teresa Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN, ASOC $156,861
Thomas,Chancelor Tremaine Anthropology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $9.50
Thomas,Jenna Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Thomas,Kenneth P Political Science PROFESSOR $68,624
Thomas,Tiffany Nicole Admissions ADMISS ADVISOR $14.72
Thompson,Daryl L ITS Operations SYST SECUR ANLYST-SPCLST $51,990
Thompson,Jacqueline Louise Theater & Dance PROF, AST VISITING $43,935
Thompson,Kathleen UA-Administration EXEC STAFF AST II $25.15
Thompson,Valerie Kay Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $20.60
Thornton,Jessica Ann Student Life Operations STU SVC COOR $40,624
Thurmond,Mary Melinda College & Units ADMIN AST $20.11
Tian,Yan Communication PROF, ASOC $66,200
Tiburzi,Darryl James Accounting Area LECTURER $36,000
Tinnon,Tracy Lynn University Development ADMIN AST $14.72
Toohey,Michael Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-EXPRT $55,123
Topolski,James Michael MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROF, ASOC RESRCH $94,024
Torbert,Benjamin C English PROF, ASOC $60,520
Torres,Kristin Sloan KWMU FM Radio TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $9.00
Torres,Susana Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Torrusio,Ann T Dean Honors College LECTURER $36,000
Totty,Katherine Marie UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.22
Touliatos,Diane H Music PROFESSOR $108,232
Tracy,Daniel P Cashiers Office OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $13.43
Tranel,Mark Public Policy Research Centers ACADEMIC DIR $110,331
Traore-Gress,Rainatou Carole Mathematics & Computer Science ADMIN ASOC I $17.34
Trapani,Sandra L Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, TEACH $46,490
Trattles,Ryan A University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR $38,000
Traughber,Matthew C Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Trauterman,Barbara A VC Academic Affairs PRGMS/OPS MGR II $54,000
Treadway,Richard J Maintenance Services PAINTER $21.15
Triplett,Richard Allen University Center Operating FLOOR MAINT WKR $13.84
Troy,Mary English PROFESSOR $65,733
Truskowski,Michael William Mathematics & Computer Science INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Tse,Yiuman Finance Area PROFESSOR $238,525
Tubbs,Mark E Psychology PROF, ASOC $65,372
Tucciarone,Krista Marie Theater & Dance PROF, ASOC TEACH $41,159
Tucker,Beverly D Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER ASOC $55,535
Tung,Lan Office of Int Stud & Programs NONRES ALIEN STU NONEMP $0
Turbe,John Michael Mathematics & Computer Science GRADER $8.00
Turdo,Carmelo D Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.00
Turner,Gwendolyn Y Secondary & K-12 Education FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $10,098
Turner,Sharon Yvonne University Campaign OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.60
Turner,Val Don Educational Psychology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,118
Tuttle,Ronald Eugene Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $12,692
Ubriaco Jr,Robert David History PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT $10,800
Udani Jr,Adriano Anthony A Political Science PROF, AST $66,000
Ulrich,Marilyn Technology & Learning Ctr OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $17.00
Unal,Ahmet Performing Arts Operations D B PRGMR/ANLYST-SPCLST $50,150
Unal,Bonnie J Continuing Education & Outreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR $60,648
Unger,Janet Leslie Psychological Services ADMIN AST $16.00
Union,Lisa Annie Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Upton,Kathy K Biology RESRCH SPCLST $26,913
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Ury,Jane Marie Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST II $15.46
Usery,Carol Elaine Grounds HORTICULTURALIST $45,062
Usery,Dennis E Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II $15.15
Usery,Kevin Lee Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II $15.15
Usui,Chikako Anthropology PROF, ASOC $72,761
Utzmyers,Tracy Nicole Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.44
Valenti,Mary L Clinical Experiences INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,276
Valentine Fjone,Claudia A College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH $82,269
Van Allen,Katherine Ann Anthropology PROF, AST ADJUNCT $10,500
Van Ness,Forrest Lester UMSL Police DIR INSTITL SAFETY $93,000
Van Stee,Stephanie K Communication PROF, AST $57,000
Van Uum,Elizabeth Special Units - Public Affairs AST V CHANCL $184,649
Van Wert,Paul David Accounting Area LECTURER $47,000
VanDeVoorde,Tara K Human Resources HUMAN RES SPCLST SR $53,507
Vanatta,Christina E College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR $47,600
Vandenberg,Brian Richard Psychology PROFESSOR $95,123
Vantine,Lucinda R University Events DIR UNIV EVENTS $70,528
Vanvoorden,Barbara English PROF, ASOC TEACH $39,665
Varty,Kevin G Accounting Area LECTURER $9,300
Vasconcelles,Erin Brooke Counseling Services PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG $56,150
Vatterott,Cathy Secondary & K-12 Education PROFESSOR $71,298
Vaughn,Katie Rochelle Athletics COACH NON-ACA $71,050
Vaughn,Linda Communication ADMIN AST $17.52
Vawter,Linda Lee Social Work LECTURER $40,750
Vazquez,Melissa Yazmin University Child Developmentl PRESCHOOL AID $9.00
Vedagiri,Anuradha Art & Art History PROF, AST/PROFL PRACT $42,263
Velders,Gary Stanley Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) $22.42
Velders,Gregory Kenneth Grounds TEMP SERVICE $8.50
Veljkovich,Svetlana Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID $52,400
Venhuizen,Monica Ann Student Life Operations GRAPHIC DESIGNER $38,600
Ventimiglia,Frances Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $14.99
Venverloh,Joseph R College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $15,300
Vermilion,Mary Rose Dean Honors College PROF, AST ADJUNCT $10,194
Vermilion,Mary Rose Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $9,600
Vida,Myrta A Foreign Languages & Literature TUTOR $7.35
Vikan,Siri Kristine UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Vincenz,Felix Thaddaeus MIMH-Consult Behav Hlth Innov PROF, AST RESRCH $56,250
Vining,Elizabeth W Marketing Area PROF, AST TEACH $57,132
Vinocour,Joshua W Psychological Services PROJ DIRECTOR $57,225
Visintainer,Sean David Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN I $40,988
Vogan,Randall T Accounting Services AST DIR FINANCE $93,000
Vogel,Gary Lee College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT $6,923
Vogel,Matthew S Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, AST $64,500
Vogler,David L Residential Life MECH TRADES SPCLST LEAD $23.54
Vorachack,Jennifer Renee Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $40.00
Vosevich,Scott J Maintenance Services MECH, AUTO CNTRL $22.42
Voskoboynikova,Alla Music PROF, ASOC TEACH $26,309
Voss,Kenneth L Infrastructure Services DIR INFO TECH $113,066
Voss,Lynn K Continuing Education & Outreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR $46,466
Votaw,Katheryn Lynn Blankmeyer Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Wade,Heather Noelle University Health Services NURSE PRACTITIONER $36.05
Wade,James M Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR $8.00
Wadsack,Sharon Lucille Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Wadsack,Sharon Lucille Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Wadsworth-Brown,Donna Lee English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Wadsworth-Brown,Donna Lee Gateway Writing Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $500
Wagan,Prima M Special Units - Public Affairs DATA BASE ADMINR-SPCLST $61,697
Wagner,Kristen Michelle Social Work PROF, AST $60,375
Wagstaff,Jason IT Administrative Services D B PRGMR/ANLYST-EXPRT $58,380
Wagster,Karen Ann CoBA General OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $14.91
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Walker de Felix,Judith Graduate School V PROVOST $193,675
Walker,George Edward University Center Operating CUSTODIAN $24.36
Walker,James Michael Art & Art History LECTURER $9,000
Walker,John K Center for Nanoscience PROF, AST RESRCH $82,008
Walker,Michael Emil Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Walker,William T Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN $174,775
Wall,Drucilla M English PROF, ASOC TEACH $39,155
Wall,Eamonn W English PROFESSOR $111,413
Wallace,Patricia A University Child Developmentl CHILD CARE AST $10.39
Waller,Susan S. Art & Art History PROF, ASOC $56,807
Walsh,Karen Ann CoBA General OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $20.24
Walsh,Mike Edward Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL $10,000
Walstrom,Rebecca S Continuing Education & Outreac PROJ DIRECTOR $13.46
Walter,Susana Teresa Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $6,667
Walters,Caroline Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac ADMIN AST $17.99
Walters,Ralph Colin Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER $12.18
Walterscheid,Kathryn Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $28,404
Wang,Geliang Biology RESRCH ASOC $37,048
Wang,Xinlun Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $10.00
Wang,Xinlun Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Wang,Xuemin Biology PROFESSOR $195,350
Ward,Emily Claire MIMH-Research & Evaluation RESRCH SPCLST SR $43,311
Ward,Helen Alice Vice Provost Student Affairs COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $43,659
Warner,Michelle Lee Theater & Dance LECTURER $9,000
Warren,William M Maintenance Services SUPV FACILITIES SVCS $65,522
Waterford Jr,Henry Cecil Ctr Character & Citizenship TEMP TECHNICAL $15.00
Watkins,Katherine Elizabeth MIMH-Prev Outreach Prof Ed COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $36,720
Watkins,Terrence Jamel Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $3,600
Watkins-Parker,Shelley Elizabeth Psychological Services MENTAL HLTH PROFL $17.79
Watkins-Parker,Shelley Elizabeth Psychological Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $11.22
Watson,Linda M Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $11.73
Watt,Laura DeVore COE Advising and Prof Exp OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.15
Watts,Josephine University Child Developmentl PRESCHOOL AID $8.90
Watts,Mary E UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR $15.00
Watts,Nykea Tamika Graduate School ADMISS COUNSELOR $16.53
Wawrzyniak,Karen Elizabeth Multi-Cultural Relations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $13.11
Wea,Darryl University Center Operating SUPV BLDG SVCS $47,279
Weathersby,Yolanda Welcome Center MGR PROJ MGMT/PROC IMPRVMNT $59,432
Weaver,Jeffrey College of Optometry PROF, ADJUNCT $8,220
Weaver,JoAnn Denise Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Webb II,James Otis Office of Int Stud & Programs COOR NON-US CITIZEN TAX/EMPL $49,897
Webb,Shonta D Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR $13.39
Weber,Carol Secondary & K-12 Education LECTURER $40,119
Weber,Kathryn R Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $20,388
Webster,Savannah Theresa University Child Developmentl DAY CARE AST $13.13
Weed,Keli Woodard English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $18,000
Wefel,Heather Marie Library OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $11.01
Wegmann,Martha Wurtsbaugh KWMU FM Radio SALES REP $32,521
Weil,Virginia L MIMH-Research & Evaluation PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST $24.32
Weilbaecher,Craig R Office of Research Administrat LICENSING ASOC $55,000
Weill,Jacob Myers Disability Access Services TUTOR $10.00
Weise,Gwendolyn D'Anne Finance Area PROF, ASOC $119,584
Weiss,Jonathan Matthew IT Business Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $74,836
Welcome,Suzanne E Psychology PROF, AST $64,500
Wells-Glover,Linda Social Work PROF, ASOC TEACH $41,516
Wen,He Accounting Area PROF, AST $140,000
Wense,Michael T Performing Arts Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $10.99
Werner,Kimberly Borkowski College of Nursing RESRCH AST $32,000
Werner,Kimberly Borkowski Psychology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,750
West,David Lane Office of Int Stud & Programs AST DIR CNTR INTERNATL STUDIES $52,540
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
West,Stacy Ann Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $2,100
West,Stacy Ann Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $4,500
Westbrook,Joann Human Resources MGR HUMAN RESOURCES $67,848
Westermann,Paul Continuing Education & Outreac SUPV, SITE $43,168
Westermeyer,Lawrence W Institutional Research DIR INSTITL RESRCH $137,000
Westhoff,Laura History PROF, ASOC $61,854
Whalen,James P Marketing Area LECTURER SR $18,600
Wheaton,Lindsey M. University Child Developmentl CHILD CARE AST $10.99
Wheeler,Alan Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROF, ASOC TEACH $49,366
White,Ashley Jo-Ann University Center Operating OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV $16.82
White,Etoya Raynell Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $4,200
White,Janice M College of Optometry GRAPHICS DESIGNR, INTERACTV $36,529
White,Stacey Jo College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $34,200
Widner,James Lester Music PROF, ASOC TEACH $75,559
Wiedlocher,Laura E Gerontology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $9,000
Wiland,Eric G Philosophy PROF, ASOC $64,339
Wilcox,Natalie Hale Child Advocacy Center PROF, AST CLINCL $59,972
Wilgers,Tamara Michelle Office of Research Administrat DIR TECHL COMMCRL & ECON DEVL $90,048
Wilhite,Kiana A. Campus Housing MGR BUDGETING $61,523
Wilke,Kristen M Career Services COOR CAREER PLNG/PLCMNT $44,195
Wilking,Bruce A Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR $86,948
Wilking,Janet Braddock Chemistry PROF, ASOC $66,950
Wilkins,Ann T Dungan Continuing Education & Outreac PROJ DIRECTOR $59,000
Wilkinson,Gayle A Secondary & K-12 Education PROF, ASOC $85,993
Wilkinson,Joann Frances VC for Managerial & Technologi PLANNING/BUDGET SPCLST $86,500
Wilkinson,Kyle C Academic IT Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-EXPRT $21.16
Williams,Alyssa Rochelle Ctr Character & Citizenship TEMP CLERICAL $9.00
Williams,Bradley Admissions ADMISS COUNSELOR $16.60
Williams,Bruce A Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
Williams,Catherine MIMH-Research & Evaluation COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $48,518
Williams,Charlene A University Health Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $12.42
Williams,Desiree' N Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $10.87
Williams,Douglas L. Academic IT Services MGR INFO TECHNOLOGY $52,400
Williams,Elizabeth Lee Library LIBRARIAN III $51,313
Williams,Erin Beatrice KWMU FM Radio PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST $30,000
Williams,Florence Elizabeth Early Chlhd,Elem,TESOL&SpcEd PROF, AST ADJUNCT $8,004
Williams,Jill E Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST $10.00
Williams,Kaminsky D Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II $10.93
Williams,Linder Disability Access Services COOR PRGM/SVC PERSONS DISABL $49,143
Williams,Lorna V Foreign Languages & Literature PROFESSOR $56,835
Williams,Lucinda Library LIBRARY AST II $19.92
Williams,Oriel Ann Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Williams,Sha Lai L Social Work PROF, AST $62,000
Williams,Stephanie Diane Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $7,059
Williams,Thomas C Finance Area PROF, AST $119,071
Williamson,Bryant S Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS $17.73
Williamson,Jacqueline Anne Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Willis,Wrainbeau Lynn English OFFICE SUPRT STAFF III $14.00
Wilmarth,Paul Academic IT Services TECHL TRAINER-SPCLST $43,053
Wilson Jr,Charles R Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $32,082
Wilson,Ami N English INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $12,000
Wilson,Amy Renee Psychological Services PSYCHOLOGIST $41,250
Wilson,James H. Continuing Education & Outreac FOUNDERS PROFESSOR $31,654
Wilson,Sherlie S Student Financial Aid ADMIN AST $17.45
Winkler,Anne Elizabeth Economics PROFESSOR $101,373
Winkler,Bertha Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I $8.95
Winkler,Bertha CoBA General PRECEPTOR $8.69
Winter,William Ernst Public Policy Research Centers RESRCH ASOC $64,519
Wolfe,Heidi Marie College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $22,800
Wolfe,Kenneth J Dean Honors College INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $10,194
Business Unit Name Department Title Rate
Wolfinbarger,Beverly Continuing Education & Outreac COOR CONTG EDUC $16.54
Wolin,Christopher D Biology PROF, AST TEACH $44,215
Womer,Norman Keith Logistics & Op. Mgmt Area PROFESSOR $187,739
Wong,Chung Fun Chemistry PROF, ASOC $67,620
Wong,Erwin Yen Hook College of Optometry PROF, ASOC TEACH $72,888
Woodhouse,Shawn Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC $77,514
Woods,David Craig UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT $19.74
Woolley,Emil G Custodial Services MGR CUSTDL&GENL SVC $71,394
Worth,Corey Julius Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $13.23
Wright,Jamie Louise Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Wright,Patti Anthropology PROF, ASOC $60,099
Wright,Richard Thomas Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR $149,450
Wu,Cheng-Shih Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT $18,000
Wu,Chun H. Infrastructure Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST $45,600
Wu,Yuefeng Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST $74,000
Wuellner,Madeline Maura University Campaign DEVELOPMENT OFFICER $53,333
Wyatt,Stephanie Multi-Cultural Relations MENTOR $8.00
Xu,Zhi Chemistry PROF, ASOC $62,150
Yakimo,Richard College of Nursing PROF, AST $73,864
Yasbin,Ronald Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN $202,725
Yates,Kimberly N. Psychological Services SR COUNSELOR $30.00
Yelenskiy,Mikhail Custodial Services CUSTODIAN $12.18
Yentumi,Alexander Edward Multi-Cultural Relations TUTOR $9.00
Yoder Kreger,Susan J Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH $42,963
Yoo,Hyo-Jin Communication LECTURER $30,000
York-Garesche,Jeanine Marie Music LECTURER $7,650
Young Sr,Roderick Edward Art & Art History MODEL $15.00
Young,Relanda Denise Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $20.00
Young,Ryan Patrick Athletics COACH NON-ACA $41,108
Youngberg,Brian J Athletics MARKETING SPECIALIST $40,063
Younger,Dan Art & Art History PROFESSOR $71,089
Younger,Ellen W College of Optometry PATIENT SVC COOR $16.86
Yount,Deann Jenifer Alexander Social Work PROF, AST ADJUNCT $12,801
Yunker,John Anthony Educational Psychology INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,772
Zahn,Patricia A VC Academic Affairs MGR COMMUNITY OUTRCH ENGAGEMNT $70,700
Zamachaj,Melanie C Continuing Education & Outreac RESRCH AST $39,203
Zarucchi,Jeanne Morgan Art & Art History PROFESSOR $72,487
Zboray,Julie Anne Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC $21.00
Zegel,Maureen University Communications AST DIR UNIV COMMUNICATIONS $72,438
Zeilman,Michelle R Continuing Education & Outreac INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT $14,118
Zekry,Bassant Child Advocacy Center COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT $34,500
Zettwoch,Mary Beth Library LIBRARY AST III $20.69
Zhang,Gaiyan Finance Area PROF, ASOC $176,781
Zhao,Shiying Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC $73,782
Zimmerman,Rick S College of Nursing PROFESSOR $175,000
Zinkl,Kenneth L Performing Arts Operations STAGE SVCS AST I $15.30
Zoeller JR,Charles J Residential Life MECH, BLDG MAINT $21.15
Zolman,Bethany Karlin Biology PROF, ASOC $72,349
Zurliene,Jamie Marie Graduate School COOR ACA PRGM/RCDS $36,296
vonStamwitz,Lisa Marie College of Nursing NURSE, STAFF $21.48
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